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Abstract 
 
Abstract  
It is now well known that network traffic exhibits self-similarity, which 
cannot be described by traditional Markovian models such as the Poisson 
process. Efficient and effective techniques for traffic self-similarity 
measurement are not only desirable, but also increasingly becoming a 
necessity because it is important to gain knowledge about the 
characteristics of the traffic.  Also the causes of self-similarity of network 
traffic must be identified because understanding the nature of network 
traffic is critical to properly design and implement computer networks. 
This thesis proposes adaptive multistage filter algorithm for self-similar 
traffic measurement, the proposed algorithm uses multistage filter and 
adaptation mechanism to concentrate on large flows. Using analysis and 
simulation, the proposed algorithm effectively reflects the self-similarity of 
network traffic and as well as reduces the sampling error compared to the 
Multistage Filter algorithm.  The thesis also investigates the effects of 
TCP’s congestion control and CSMA/CD retransmission algorithm on the 
self-similarity of network traffic. The result indicates that the congestion 
control and CSMA/CD retransmission algorithm modulate the network 
traffic to be self-similar.  
 iii
 اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺺ
 
  
  اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺺ
  
 اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺴﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﺒѧﺮ اﻟѧﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳѧﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﺗﺘﻤﻴѧﺰ  ﺣﺮآﺔ أﺻﺒﺢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﺮوف اﻵن أن 
ﺑﺘѧѧﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﺧﺼﺎﺋѧѧﺼﻬﺎ اﻹﺣѧѧﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ، هѧѧﺬا اﻟﺘѧѧﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﻓѧѧﻲ اﻟﺨѧѧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻹﺣѧѧﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻻ ﻳﻤﻜѧѧﻦ  
اﻟﺘﻘﻨﻴѧﺎت اﻟﺠﻴѧﺪة و .   ﺑﻮﻳѧﺴﻮن ﻋﻤﻠﻴѧﺔ وﺻﻔﻪ ﺑﺎﺳѧﺘﺨﺪام ﻧﻤѧﺎذج ﻣﺎرآﻮﻓﻴѧﺎن اﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪﻳѧﺔ ﻣﺜѧﻞ 
ﻟﻠﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺴﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟѧﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳѧﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﺎﺋﺺ اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ اﻟﻔّﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻟﻘﻴﺎس ﺗﺸﺎﺑﻪ اﻟﺨﺼ 
 ﻟﻴѧﺴﺖ ﻓﻘѧﻂ ﻣﻄﻠﻮﺑѧﺔ و إﻧﻤѧﺎ أﺻѧﺒﺤﺖ ﺿѧﺮورة ﻷﻧﻬѧﺎ ﻣﻬﻤѧﺔ ﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓѧﺔ ، و ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ أﺳﺒﺎﺑﻪ 
 ﻟﻠﺘѧﺼﻤﻴﻢ و اﻟﺒﻨѧﺎء ﻪ آѧﺬﻟﻚ ﻣﻬﻤѧ  وﺧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺴﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟѧﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳѧﻮﺑﻴﺔ 
  .اﻟﺠﻴﺪ ﻟﻠﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮﺑﻴﺔ 
 ﻣﺘﻌѧѧﺪد اﻟﻤﺮاﺣѧѧﻞ ﻟﻘﻴѧѧﺎس ﺗѧѧﺸﺎﺑﻪ اﻟﺘﻜﻴﻔѧѧﻲﻤﺮﺷѧѧﺢ ﻟ ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴѧѧﺔ اﻘﺘѧѧﺮح  هѧѧﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳѧѧﺎﻟﺔ ﺗ
اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴѧѧﺔ  ،اﻟﺨѧѧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻹﺣѧѧﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺒﻴﺎﻧѧѧﺎت اﻟﻤﻨѧѧﺴﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﺒѧѧﺮ اﻟѧѧﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳѧѧﻮﺑﻴﺔ 
  ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋѧﺎت   ﻋﻠѧﻲ   اﻟﻤﺮاﺣﻞ و ﺁﻟﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻜﻴѧﻒ ﻟﻠﺘﺮآﻴѧﺰ   ﻣﺘﻌﺪد   اﻟﻤﺮﺷﺢ  ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم  اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ
  اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣѧѧﺔ   اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴѧѧﺔأﻇﻬѧѧﺮتﺑﺎﺳѧѧﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴѧѧﻞ و اﻟﻤﺤﺎآѧѧﺎة ،  اﻟѧѧﻀﺨﻤﺔﺎت اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧѧѧ
آﻤѧﺎ ﻗﻠﻠѧﺖ اﻟﺨﻄѧﺄ ﻓѧﻲ أﺧѧﺬ اﻟﻌﻴﻨѧﺎت ﺧﺎﺻﻴﺔ ﺗﺸﺎﺑﻪ اﻟﺨﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﺟﻴﺪة 
 وﻟѧѧﺖ اﻟﺮﺳѧѧﺎﻟﺔ دراﺳѧѧﺔ  آﻤѧѧﺎ ﺗﻨﺎ.ﻣﺘﻌѧѧﺪد اﻟﻤﺮﺣѧѧﻞاﻟﻤﺮﺷѧѧﺢ ﻋﻨѧѧﺪ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﻬѧѧﺎ ﻣѧѧﻊ ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴѧѧﺔ 
ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮات ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻻزدﺣﺎم و ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت إﻋѧﺎدة إرﺳѧﺎل اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧѧﺎت ﻋﻠѧﻲ 
 ،ﺔ ﻟﻠﺒﻴﺎﻧѧѧﺎت اﻟﻤﻨѧѧﺴﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﺒѧѧﺮ اﻟѧѧﺸﺒﻜﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳѧѧﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﻇѧѧﺎهﺮة ﺗѧѧﺸﺎﺑﻪ اﻟﺨѧѧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻹﺣѧѧﺼﺎﺋﻴ 
 إﻟﻲ أن ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻻزدﺣѧﺎم و ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴѧﺎت إﻋѧﺎدة إرﺳѧﺎل أﺷﺎرتاﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ 
  . إﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴًﺎﺔاﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺗﻌﺪﻳﻞ ﺧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻟﺘﺼﺒﺢ ﻣﺘﺸﺎﺑﻬ
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
The high development of network results in the deeper research on it.  
It has been an important aspect to set up scientific theories and methods 
about traffic measurement in the study of network, which is the base to 
increase the efficiency of network, test its properties, improve its function 
and predict the future traffic flow.   
The model of network traffic comes from traditional telephone traffic, 
which was supposed to be Poisson process.  The traffic flows described by 
the above model have different characteristics under different time scales. 
 Recently, the development of measuring techniques on network 
makes it possible to test and analyze many  traffic flow. The results 
demonstrate that the actual network traffic is self-similar in nature, which 
means that the traffic observed at different time resolutions has similar 
statistical properties [1].  
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1.2 Problem Definition  
 
Recent measurements of local-area and wide-area network traffic 
have shown that network traffic exhibits self-similarity at a wide range of 
scales. The self-similarity of network traffic is in strong contrast to 
traditional models of network traffic, which show variability at short time 
scales but are essentially smooth at large time scales, they lack long-range 
dependence. Because self-similar traffic has strong implications for 
modeling, designing, engineering, and controlling networks, there is an 
urgent need to find appropriate traffic self-similarity measurement 
algorithms. 
Also the reasons behind self-similarity in network traffic must be 
clearly identified because understanding the nature of network traffic 
provides opportunity for proper computer network design and improved 
performance. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Research 
 
This thesis investigates the traffic self-similarity measurement 
algorithms. Efficient and effective measurement algorithms are not only 
desirable, but also increasingly becoming a necessity because it is 
important to gain knowledge about the characteristics of the traffic.  Also 
the thesis investigates the mechanisms that induce self-similarity in 
network traffic, the causes of self-similarity of network traffic must be 
identified because understanding the nature of network traffic is critical in 
order to properly design and implement computer networks. 
1.4 Literature Review  
  
 In this section, background knowledge of previous research work related 
to the problem area is introduced.                  
Previous studies have shown the presence of self-similarity in 
Ethernet LAN traffic [1], world wide web traffic [2], wide area network 
traffic [3].  The issue of self-similarity has also been addressed in various 
studies from many aspects including its impact on network performance 
[4], and modeling techniques  [5]. 
Recent studies have shown that a very small   percentage of flows carry the 
majority of the bytes. For network traffic self-similarity  measurement, it is 
sufficient to provide an accurate estimate of flow sizes for only large 
flows. This is due to the   fact that the small   percentage of  large flows 
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typically accounts for a large percentage of total traffic. Its found that less 
than 20% of the top-ranked flows are responsible for more than 80% of the 
total traffic in different links. The aforementioned phenomenon has been 
referred to as the “elephants and mice phenomenon” in the literature, and 
has been observed at various granularities [16][19]. The observation 
suggests that meaningful traffic monitoring and measurement objectives 
(e.g., for traffic engineering or profiling) can often be achieved by 
concentrating only on a relatively small percentage of large (i.e., elephant) 
flows. Important and several efforts have looked at characterizations of 
large traffic flow by flow size [33] , duration [34], and burstiness [25]. 
Since the pioneering work on self-similarity of network traffic by 
Leland [1], many studies have attempted to determine the cause of this 
phenomenon. Initial efforts focused on application factors. For example, 
Crovella and Bestavros [2] investigated the cause of self-similarity by 
focusing on the variability in the size of the documents transferred and the 
inter-request time.  They proposed that the heavy-tailed distribution of file 
size and “user think-time” might potentially be the cause of self-similarity 
found in Web traffic. Alternatively, a few studies have considered the 
possibility that underlying network protocols could cause or exasperate the 
phenomenon [9] [10] [6]. 
The results in [11] show that the superposition of many independent 
ON/OFF traffic sources with strictly alternating ON- and OFF-periods and 
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whose ON-periods or OFF-periods have heavy-tailed probability 
distribution functions cause the self-similarity of network traffic. Although 
the ON/OFF model gives a plausible explanation of the empirically 
observed self-similar nature of LAN traffic, it ignores interaction among 
traffic sources contending for network resources which in real networks 
can be as complicated as the feedback congestion control algorithm of 
many transport protocols, i.e., Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 
The simulation study in [8] which is motivated by the ON/OFF 
traffic model shows that if the distribution of file sizes being transferred 
over the network is heavy-tailed then the superposition of many file 
transfers in a client/server network environment induces self-similar traffic 
and this causal relationship is not significantly affected by changes in 
network resources, network topology, the intense of cross-traffic, or the 
distribution of inter arrival times. 
The work in [8] shows that the presence of traffic self-similarity 
depends on whether reliable and flow-controlled communication is 
employed at the transport layer.  In particular, the reliable transmission and 
flow control mechanisms of transport protocols, serve to maintain the 
traffic self-similarity induced by heavy-tailed file size distributions. In 
contrast, if a non flow-controlled and unreliable transport protocol (such as 
User Datagram Protocol, UDP) is used, the resulting traffic shows little 
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self-similar characteristics: although still bursty at short time scales, the 
degree of self-similarity is very small. 
Li et al. [22] measured traffic in their local ATM network and 
calculated Hurst parameters varying between 0.77 and 0.84.  Erramilli et 
al. [23] measured LAN traffic taken from the Ethernet in 1989, and 
calculated a Hurst parameter of 0.80. 
Macfadyen [24] analysed traffic data from 41 university sites in 1995 
and found that the Hurst parameter varies from 0.6 to 0.95 with a mean of 
0.78.  In traffic from a single site he found that the Hurst parameter in 
different one hour samples can vary from 0.54 to 0.86.  He argued that this 
extreme variance in the Hurst parameter is a great problem with 
characterizing the LRD of network traffic. 
Since traffic is the driving force of communication systems, traffic 
modeling is of vital importance to the success of network simulation. 
Models that fail to capture real traffic characteristics are of limited value, 
and simulations using unrealistic traffic models are of no value at all. Only 
effective simulations using models that resemble realistic traffic sources 
can provide a constructive basis for network design and management 
issues [18]. 
 With the emergence of various multi-media services, such as 
compressed video, video phone, video conference, and video-on-demand, 
traffic "burstiness" has become an important feature of real traffic. 
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Extensive identification of self-similarity in various traffic sources 
(Ethernet LAN traffic, wide-area TCP traffic, VBR video traffic, WWW 
traffic, and Frame Relay traffic) also illustrates the importance of having 
traffic models that capture the self-similar nature of real traffic.  
Traditional traffic models usually ignore self-similarity. The Hurst 
parameter in Markov-generated traffic processes is typically 0.5. The 
traditionally generated aggregate traffic converges to white noise after 
increasing the time scale by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude. Real aggregate 
traffic, on the other hand, either appears visually indistinguishable from the 
individual ones (exactly self-similar) and distinctively different from pure 
noise, or converges to a time series with a non-degenerative 
autocorrelation structure (asymptotically self-similar). This discrepancy 
between traditional traffic models and real traffic can lead to overly 
optimistic network performance predictions, and hence, inappropriate 
design and management decisions, and disappointing results [18]. 
Several self-similar traffic models have been proposed recently. One 
of them is the Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM) model [16] [17].  
Another one is the Fractional Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving     
Average (F-ARIMA) model [18].  FBM models are fluid models that 
extend standard Brownian motion. Fractional ARIMA models are discrete-
time models which extend standard ARIMA time series to include 
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fractional differencing. Both models include the long-range correlation 
parameter (i.e., the Hurst parameter).  
          The observation of traffic long-range dependence leads to the 
following question: what is the impact of long-range dependence on 
network and protocol design, congestion control, and performance 
analysis? The studies by Park and Erramilli in [4] [23] show that the 
performance of queueing models with long-range dependent arrival traffic 
can be drastically different from the performance predicted by 
conventional traffic models, especially by Markovian models. A direct 
implication of long-range dependence on network performance is that the 
burstiness of the traffic typically intensifies as the number of active sources 
increases. This is in contrast to the traditional idea that traffic becomes less 
bursty as the number of traffic sources increases, which is the typical 
nature of aggregate traffic of the Poisson-type models. The results show 
that network performance as captured by throughput, packet loss rate, and 
packet retransmission rate, degrades gradually as the intensity of long-
range dependence increases. 
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1.5 Thesis layout 
 
Chapter 2 gives the background of self-similar processes, and 
surveys three frequently used approaches of evaluating the degree of the 
self-similarity. Chapter 3 introduces the TCP/IP model. Chapter 4 
introduces Medium Access Control (MAC) Protocol.  Chapter 5 presents a 
traffic measurement algorithm for self similar traffic: adaptive multistage 
filters algorithm. Chapter 6 illustrates the implemented mechanisms to 
verify the causes of self-similarity of network traffic, the effects of TCP 
congestion control algorithms and CSMA/CD on network traffic self 
similarity are investigated. Chapter 7 concludes the finding, and points out 
possible future work.  
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Chapter Two: Network Traffic Self-Similarity  
 
2.1 Traffic Self-Similarity Definition 
Network traffic self-similarity means that the traffic observed at 
different time resolutions has similar statistical properties. 
A key paper by Willinger [11] compared actual measurements and a 
synthetic Poisson model and concluded that over large time scales, the 
Poisson model lacks the burstiness which is present in actual traffic 
measurements.  
Traffic analysis typically deals with sequences of packet or byte 
arrivals on a given network link over time. Packet headers or bytes are 
traced and recorded electronically according to their time of arrival. 
Figure 2.1 is a graphical illustration of self-similarity in network 
traffic. The initial data is extracted from a 27-houre long Ethernet LAN 
packet header trace recorded at Bellcore. The total number of packet 
arrivals per time unit is plotted along time for 5 different time scales. As 
marked under each plot, the time unit decreases by one order of magnitude 
for each plot, from 100 s in plot (a) to 0.01 s in plot (e). That corresponds 
to a tenfold increase of the time-resolution from one plot to the next [1]. 
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The way the plots were generated is insightful.  Starting backwards 
from the highest-resolution sequence in Figure 2.1 (e), the next sequence 
(Figure 2.1 (d)) was created by aggregating blocks of 10 packet counts into 
a single coordinate reading.  The same operation was performed to obtain 
each plot from the previous one.  Each level identifies the same recorded 
traffic segment. 
The newly computed sequences indeed have lower time resolutions, 
hence giving a better idea on packet arrival variations seen in larger time-
scales.  The time-periods represented in plot (a) to (e) are 27.7 hours, 2.77 
hours, 16.6 minutes, 1.66 minutes, and 10 seconds respectively.  The 
increase of packet count dimensions from plot (e) to plot (a) is due to 
aggregation.  Apart from that scaling property, the plots appear to share 
identical distribution characteristics.  In other words, if the tenfold 
multiplication of packet count dimensions (incurred at each aggregation 
step) were to be compensated by division, the sequences would be 
indistinguishable. That suggests the plots have similar statistical properties. 
One major feature that persists throughout all the shown time-scales is 
burstiness. Bursts occur when traffic intensity peaks to around 5 times the 
average traffic level, and are clearly observed at all time-scales in Figure 
2.1.  Furthermore, bursts have no natural duration; they appear at all time-
scales and themselves consist of higher-time-resolution bursts [1]. 
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Figure 2.1:  Self-Similarity in LAN Traffic  
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The following discussion is based largely on Stallings [12], who has 
one of the better explanations of self-similarity. 
For a stationary time series x, the m-aggregated time series 
 defined by summing the original time series 
over non-overlapping, adjacent blocks of size m. This may be expressed as 
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A process  x  is  said  to  be exactly self-similar  with parameter 
β( 0 < β < 1 ) if for all   m= 1,2,... we have 
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The autocorrelation function Rx  can be estimated for all lag k as : 
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Where x  is the mean and  is the variance 2s
The parameter β can be shown to be related to the Hurst parameter, 
defined as  H = 1 - ( β / 2).   For a stationary process, β=1 and the variance 
of the time average decays to zero at the rate of  1/m. For a Self-Similar 
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process, the variance of time average decays more slowly. For a perfectly 
self-similar process, β = 0  and the variance of the time average does not 
decay at all. 
The next simple example clearly shows that fact. The case when m 
= 10 is considered, the individual variance Var(x) = 1, and β=0.4. Figure 2.2 
shows the theoretical decays in the aggregated variance  as m 
increases from 1 to 10.  
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Figure 2.2:  The theoretical decays in the aggregated variance 
From the practical point of view, the above results show that for 
self-similar traffic, considerably more data points are required, compared 
to classical Poisson traffic, in order to get equivalently accurate 
experimental results. 
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2-2 Long-Range Dependence 
 
In simple terms, long range dependence is a “persistence” 
phenomenon which is observed in many time series where clusters of 
consecutive data tend to exhibit similar values.   
A major property of self-similar traffic is Long-Range Dependence 
(LRD).  LRD denotes the slow decay of the autocorrelation structures of 
time-series. As its name indicates, long-range dependence describes the 
persistence of correlation within the sequence even after large elapsed time 
lags. 
To explain long range dependence mathematically, the auto-
correlation function must be defined.  The auto-correlation function is a 
measure of how similar a time series x(t) is to itself shifted in time by k 
creating the new series x(t+k).  If we have a time series x(t) the auto-
correlation function rx(k) is given by: 
∫∞ +=
0
)()()( dtktxtxkrx                                                      (2.4) 
Where k represents the displacement in time of the series with 
respect to itself [12]. 
An independent process exhibits an auto-correlation which decays 
exponentially fast as k increases.  That is to say: 
rx(k) ~ a|k|     as       |k| → ∞,        0 < a < 1 
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Where ~ is used to mean “asymptotically proportional to” and a is a 
constant.  To put it in non mathematical terms, the time series does not 
correlate well with a time shifted version of itself. 
In a long range dependant process the auto-correlation function 
rx(k) does not decay exponentially fast but instead has the form: 
rx(k) ~ |k|-β ,      as       |k| → ∞,     0 < β < 1. 
The parameter β is related to the Hurst Parameter which is a 
frequently used measure of the degree of long range dependence. The 
Hurst Parameter can be derived from β in the above equation from the 
relation:      H = (1 - β)/2.            
The relationship between self-similarity and long-range dependence is 
strong and consistent, and it is difficult to isolate one concept from another. 
In practice, long range dependence leads to self-similarity. 
The confirmation of self-similarity and long-range dependence 
within actual data traffic traces contradicts the basic assumptions of most 
prior traffic models. Those models are based on short-range dependent 
processes, such as Poisson processes, where autocorrelations decay at 
exponential rates [12].  
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2.3 Statistical Tests for Traffic Self-Similarity 
There are several methods to test traffic self-similarity. The following is a 
description of four methods that could be used for testing self-similarity[1].  
1- The first method is variance-time plot. It relies on the slowly decaying 
variance of self-similar tests. The variance of X(m) is plotted against m on a 
log-log plot; a straight line with slope (-β) >-1 is indicative of self-
similarity, and the parameter H is given by Hurst parameter H=1-β/2.  
2- The second method is the rescaled range statistics (R/S) plot, uses the 
fact that for a self-similar dataset, the rescaled range statistic (R/S) grows 
according to power law with exponent H as a function of the number of 
points included (n). The plot of R/S against n on a log-log plot has a slope 
which is an estimate of H. 
3- The third approach, the periodogram method, uses the slope of the 
power spectrum of the series as frequency approaches zero. On a log-log 
plot, the periodogram slope is a straight line with slope H=(1-β)/2 close to 
origin.  
4- The forth method called the Whittle estimator is more enhanced in the 
sense that it provides confidence interval, it is based on the periodogram 
method and uses non-graphical technique . 
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2.4 Hurst Parameter 
 
Hurst Parameter H is always in the range (0.5,1). The Hurst 
parameter is an important measure of traffic self-similarity.  If H = 1/2 then 
a data set has independent data.  If 1> H > 1/2 then the data set has self-
similarity.   
 
Historically, self-similar processes are remarkable because these 
processes provide an elegant interpretation of the empirical phenomenon, 
usually referred to as the Hurst effect. 
 Given a series of observations X1, X2, X3, · · ·,Xn with  
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The Hurst parameter H is given by the equation 
HcnnSnR ~)(/)(                                                                                   (2.9) 
Where c is a finite positive constant and Hurst parameter is in the range of 
(0.5, 1) [1].  
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3.1 The TCP/IP protocol suite 
 
The TCP/IP protocol suite is a combination of network-oriented and 
application support protocols mainly used for data communications. 
Actually, it is the basis of what today is called the Internet, a wide area 
network of million of computers that spans all around the globe. 
The TCP/IP suite has adopted the layer approach, which means that 
protocols are developed in layers.  Each layer provides a well-defined set 
of functions to the upper layer and uses the set of functions provided by the 
layer below.  In this way, each layer can address a different group of 
problems. TCP/IP is considered as a four-layer stack, as it is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1 The relationship between the OSI and the TCP/IP stack is also 
shown, as the former is more commonly understood [29]. 
 The TCP/IP suite was developed concurrently with the OSI model 
and, therefore, it does not contain all the OSI layers.  Nevertheless, most of 
the functionality of the OSI layers is embedded in the TCP/IP protocols. 
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Figure 3.1: The TCP/IP protocol suite. 
 
The highest layer, the application layer, provides specific functions that the 
user programs may invoke. The developed protocols can be used for 
remote access (Telnet), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP), Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and 
many other purposes. Therefore, user programs interact with the 
appropriate application protocol when a particular service is needed. The 
latter communicate with the suitable transport protocol and delivers the 
data passed by the user in the required form [29].  
The transport layer is responsible for maintaining an end-to-end data 
flow between two systems. This layer provides two different protocols. 
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) can maintain a reliable data 
flow by ensuring that data arrives in sequence and without errors. This is 
achieved by a set of mechanisms that regulate the information flow, use 
acknowledgement messages and retransmit all the lost data units. In 
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contrast with TCP, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is an unreliable 
protocol and no actions are taken when data is lost in the network. 
The network or internet layer handles the routing of data inside the 
network. According to the Internet Protocol (IP), each incoming packet is 
processed locally and the routing algorithm determines if the packet should 
be delivered to the upper layers or it should be further forwarded to the 
network. In the first case, the IP header is removed and the carried 
information is delivered to the transport protocol. In the second case, the IP 
datagram is sent to the appropriate network interface for transmission. The 
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and the Internet Group 
Management Protocol (IGMP) also belong to the network layer and they 
are used for error/control and multicasting purposes. 
The lowest layer, the link or network interface layer, includes a 
software driver that handles the physical interface, i.e. the network card, 
over the network media. It is, therefore, responsible for accepting and 
transmitting the IP datagrams over the physical network. Also, the Address 
Resolution Protocol (ARP) and the Reverse Address Resolution Protocol 
(RARP) are specialized protocols of the link layer. ARP converts an IP-
address to the corresponding physical address while the RARP performs 
the reverse operation [29]. 
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3.2 The TCP Protocol 
 
The TCP protocol is part of the transport layer and handles the data 
flow between two end users. It provides services to the higher layer 
applications so that they can exchange messages when they are located at 
different hosts.  TCP is a connection-oriented protocol, which means that 
the two applications using TCP must establish a connection before they try 
to exchange any data.  
The TCP protocol transmits submitted data in units known as 
segments. A segment may consist of multiple messages, if short messages 
are being exchanged. However, a part of a single large message may also 
be transmitted within one segment. This means that TCP transports groups 
of octets rather than messages, as the message boundaries are lost inside 
the segments. The service that the TCP protocol offers is a reliable stream 
transport service, similar to the class-4 transport protocol in the OSI 
protocol suite. This means that TCP delivers messages to the application at 
the destination host as they were submitted to the TCP at the source host. 
As TCP uses unreliable services provided by the network layer, i.e. IP 
protocol, it implements mechanisms so as data is not lost, duplicated or 
arrive in different order at the receiving end. In addition, flow control 
mechanisms are implemented to avoid congestion problems. All these 
mechanisms will be further explained in the following sections [29]. 
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3.3 TCP Segment Format 
 
The data between the two end-systems is transferred in segment units. 
The segment is divided into two parts; the header that carries the 
identification and control information, and the data part.  Figure 3.2 shows 
the format of the TCP header. 
 
Figure 3.2 : The TCP header format. 
 
The normal size of the header is 20 bytes, unless options are 
presented. The source and the destination ports identify the communicating 
application programs at the end-systems.  The sequence number identifies 
a byte in the data stream from the source to the destination. The first byte 
of data in the segment is represented by this number. The 
acknowledgement number contains the next sequence number that the 
sender of the acknowledgement expects to receive.  The header length 
specifies the total length of the header.  As the option field varies in size, 
the header length also varies in size.  The padding field is used so as the 
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header is always a multiple  of a 32-bit word.  Code bits determine whether 
special fields in the header contain valid information.  For example, the 
ACK bit is set  to  one only if the acknowledgement number is valid. The 
window size  field  specifies the amount of data that the sender of the 
segment can accept.  The checksum field is used when the segment is 
verified at the receiver.  It covers the header as well as the data of the 
segment.  The urgent field specifies where the urgent data ends inside the 
segment. This data has to be delivered  immediately to  the application 
layer [29]. 
3.4 Data Stream Reliability and Sliding Window Techniques 
 
TCP offers a reliable stream delivery service. Therefore, all the data 
carried in the TCP segments is delivered at the destination application 
protocol without losses or duplicates. In order to achieve this, TCP uses a 
technique known as positive acknowledgements with retransmission. 
According to this technique, the source and the destination exchange 
information, e.g. the sequence number in the segment header, concerning 
the data transfer. For each segment that the source sends, the receiver has 
to acknowledge its errorless delivery.  If a segment is not acknowledged in 
a period specified by a retransmission timer, the source has to retransmit 
the unacknowledged segment. 
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Figure 3.3: The sliding window technique. 
As the prev lay in the 
comm
 the unacknowledged segment has to 
be re
ious technique introduces a lot of de
unication of the two end-systems, the sliding window technique is 
used by the TCP protocol.   According to this approach, the source is 
allowed to send a sequence of segments before receiving any 
acknowledgement. As the acknowledgements start arriving, the sender is 
allowed to transmit more segments. Obviously, the protocol sets a separate 
timer for each transmitted segment and keeps track of all the 
acknowledgements that have arrived. 
As previously, if a timer expires,
transmitted. The sliding window technique is illustrated in Figure 3.3 . 
As the TCP segments have variable size, the acknowledgements do not 
refer to specific segments. Instead, the acknowledgements carry the 
sequence number of the next byte in the data stream that the receiver 
expects to receive. However, the lack of information about the successful 
transmissions reduces the efficiency of TCP. For example, if a segment is 
not acknowledged and the retransmission timer has expired, the sender 
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should transmit the missing segment immediately. Afterwards, the sender 
should either wait for the acknowledgement to arrive or retransmit all the 
segments in the window after the unacknowledged one. In the first case, 
the sender has to wait for a single acknowledgement in order to decide 
what and how many segments should be (re)transmitted. Therefore, the 
protocol behavior reverts to the behavior that a simple positive-
acknowledgement protocol exhibits. Consequently, the advantages of 
having a large window may be lost. In the second case, network bandwidth 
is wasted as some of the retransmitted segments may have already been 
received without errors at the destination [29]. 
The TCP protocol follows the first approach. The receiver stores all 
the e
ed protocol for congestion control. The 
data 
rrorless out-of-sequence received segments in a buffer. When the 
missing segment arrives, a single ACK will acknowledge back to the 
sender all the segments stored in the receivers buffer. 
3.5 TCP Congestion Control 
TCP relies on a window-bas
flow between the sender and the receiver is enforced by two windows. 
On the one end, the sender maintains a variable congestion window 
(cwnd), which limits the number of unacknowledged segments that can be 
sent at a specific time. It is used, therefore, to control the number of 
packets that are put simultaneously into the network by the sender. On the 
other side, the receiver advertises an offered window (rcvwnd), which 
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specifies how many segments the receiver can afford. In summary, the 
congestion window is flow control imposed by the sender, while the 
offered window is flow control imposed by the receiver. 
The sender can transmit segments up to the minimum value of the 
cwnd
n control at TCP based on four different algorithms: slow 
start,
 and rcvwnd, i.e. the min (cwnd, rcvwnd). Each time a correct 
segment is processed at the receiving end, an ACK is generated. The ACK 
contains the sequence number of thenext in order data byte that is 
expected. If an out-of-order segment is processed, it is temporarily 
buffered and a duplicate ACK is generated. The latter contains the 
sequence number of the still expected segment, which is either lost or 
delayed in the network. If the sender does not receive the right ACK inside 
a specific period or multiple duplicated ACKs are received, the sender 
assumes that a segment is lost during the transmission. This indicates a 
congestion problem and the sender’s window cwnd is immediately 
reduced. Consequently, the data flow provided to the network is also 
reduced [29]. 
Congestio
 congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and recovery, and selective 
acknowledgements. All these are described in the following paragraphs. 
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3.5.1 Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance 
the congestion window is 
initia
 in 
an in
 has occurred, the sender detects the problem 
beca
gets to the slow start phase again. If the second case occurs, i.e. duplicate 
When a new connection is established, 
lised to one segment. Each time an ACK from the other end is 
received, the sender increases its congestion window by one. This is an 
exponential increase as the congestion window is doubled every Round 
Trip Time (RTT). For example, if the cwnd is equal to one and a new ACK 
is received, the cwnd becomes equal to two and the sender will transmit 
two segments into the network. In this case, it is expected that two ACKs 
will be received during the next period of time, more accurately in one 
RTT, and the cwnd will hop from the value two to the value four. While no 
packets are lost in the network, the cwnd is continuously increased and 
more data is injected into the network. This is the slow start phase [31]. 
Congestion occurs when data packets are lost in the network, e.g.
termediate router, due to the lack of buffer space. This may happen 
when a data flow from a fast LAN is injected into a slow WAN or the sum 
of all the input data streams in a router is greater than the output link 
capacity. In these two cases, the buffer is gradually filled up and finally 
packets are discarded. 
When congestion
use either a timer has expired or duplicate ACKs have been received. 
In the first case, the cwnd is reset to one segment and the TCP connection 
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ACKs have been received, the cwnd remains unchanged. In both cases, 
half of the value of the cwnd is saved into the slow start threshold, 
ssthresh. When new data is acknowledged, the value of cwnd value is 
increased. However, if its value becomes greater than the ssthresh, the TCP 
gets into the congestion avoidance phase. During this period, cwnd is 
increased by one every RTT, which leads to linear increase. Consequently, 
cwnd is increased by 1/cwnd for each ACK received [29]. 
3.5.2 Fast Retransmit and Recovery Algorithms 
The Fast Retransmit and Recovery (FRR) algorithms improve the 
lp TCP connections to 
recov
gment when either three duplicate ACKs have been received or 
the retransmission timer has expired. As it is possible TCP segments to be 
basic TCP congestion avoidance algorithm. They he
er quickly from isolated segment losses. As it is clear from the above, 
whenever a segment is lost, the TCP connection may lose a lot of time 
waiting for the retransmission timer to expire. During this period, the TCP 
connection neither sends more segments nor retransmits the lost one. Once 
the timeout has occurred, the congestion window cwnd is set to one 
segment and the connection gets into the slow start phase. Therefore, 
several round trip  times will  elapse before the connection can increase its 
window  size to its previous value and make  full  use  of  the  network  
link [31]. 
According to the Fast Retransmit algorithm, the sender retransmits a 
missing se
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reord
ut it gets to the 
cong
 cwnd value and the missing segment 
is im
 
 
ered inside the network, the sender has to wait for at least three 
duplicate ACKs. As it may take long for the timer to expire, the duplicate 
ACKs usually trigger the retransmission of the segment. 
As the duplicate ACKs are sent when out-of-order segments arrive at 
the receiving end, there is still data flowing between the two ends. The 
sender, therefore, does not get to slow start again b
estion avoidance phase. Hence, the data flow is not reduced abruptly. 
This is the Fast Recovery algorithm. 
The Fast Retransmit and Recovery algorithms are usually 
implemented together. When the third duplicate ACK is received the 
ssthresh value is set to one half of the
mediately retransmitted. The cwnd is set to ssthresh plus three times 
the segment size. If more duplicate ACKs are received, the cwnd is further 
increased and new segments may be transmitted. If the network has 
recovered properly from the congestion problem, the next ACK will arrive 
approximately after one RTT. The cwnd has at least the half from its initial 
value and the connection remains in the congestion avoidance phase [29]. 
         It  should  be  noted  that  TCP  implementations  that  support  Fast  
Retransmit  Are referred to as Tahoe TCP while implementations that also 
support Fast Recovery are referred to as Reno TCP. 
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3.5.3 Selective Acknowledgements 
TCP with Selective Acknowledgements (SACK) is proposed so as 
TCP connections can efficiently recover from multiple segment losses that 
ay happen in a short window period. 
SACK TCP acknowledgements contain additional information about 
received. Therefore, whenever the 
desti
l the lost segments. If the sender 
recei
 
 
 
 
m
the segments that the destination has 
nation receives out-of order segments, it sends duplicate ACKs that 
inform the sender which out-of-order segments have been received. 
Therefore, the sender can identify al
ves three duplicate ACKs it retransmits the first lost segment. For 
each duplicate ACK the cwnd is increased by one and the sender has to 
retransmit all the lost segments before sending any new ones. The SACK 
TCP helps the sender to recover from multiple segment losses in about one 
RTT [31]. 
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3.6 Round Trip Time Measurements 
As it is mentioned previously, when a segment is lost, the sender 
transmits the lost segment when either three duplicate ACKs are received 
r the retransmission timeout timer has expired. As the Retransmission 
Timeout (RTO) is related with the round trip time (RTT), the technique of 
measuring the RTT will be presented. 
tinuously change over time, it is 
impo
ission algorithm. Otherwise, delays 
that t
re
o
As the network routes and traffic con
ssible to know a priori how quickly an acknowledgement will arrive 
at the sender. Furthermore, as the internet traffic load continuously 
fluctuates, the RTT may change dramatically from one segment to the 
other. TCP modifies its timeout timer according to the varying network 
delays by using the adaptive retransm
he segments experience inside the network may result to unnecessary 
timeouts, which will lead to unnecessary retransmissions. TCP measures 
the elapsed time between a sending segment and its received 
acknowledgement. The measured time M will be used to update the 
previously estimated RTT value, R. The new estimate for the RTT may 
derive from the following formula: 
( ) MRR oldnew ∗−+∗← αα 1 (3.1)     
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Where α is a weighting factor. By choosing the value of a close to unity, 
the estimated RTT is immune to changes that last for a short period. 
However, the estimated values will not respond ges of 
e RTT. A recommended value for α is 0.9. As it is mentioned previously, 
the sender sets a timer each time a segment is transmitted. This timer, 
called retransmission timeout (RTO), is evaluated according to the 
estimated RTT and it may trigger the retransmission of a segment. The 
following formula is used:   
 very quickly to chan
th
RRTO ∗← β                              (3.2) 
where (β > 1) is called delay variance. If the β value is close to unity, a lost 
segment will be detected quickly. This will improve the throughput, as the 
TCP will not wait unnecessarily for long period before transmitting the lost 
segment. However, as the value of β approaches unity, small delays may 
cause  unnecessary  retransmissions  The  recommended  value  of β  is  set 
to 2 [29]. 
The RTO can more accurately be estimated if both the mean and the 
variance of the RTT measurements are taken into account, especially when 
the RTT widely fluctuates. The following equations (3.3) are used: 
Err = M - A 
A← A + g * Err                     (3.3)                           
D←D+ h *(|Err| - D ) 
RTO = A + 4 * D 
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wher
er 
gain for the  deviation  makes go  up  faster  when the RTT 
changes [29]. 
3.7  Karn's Algorithm 
A problem occurs when a p ransmitted. Say a packet is 
retransmitted with the longer RTO, and an acknowledgment is received. Is 
fy that when a timeout and retransmission occur, the RTT 
 updated when the acknowledgment for the 
retra
, this backed-off  RTO reused for the 
next 
e A and D are the estimated smoothing average and the mean 
smoothing deviation of the RTT.  The gain g is for the average and is set to 
1/8 (0.125).  The gain for the deviation is h and is set to 0.25. The larg
  the  RTO 
acket is ret
transmitted, a timeout occurs, the RTO is backed-off, the packet is 
the ACK for the first transmission or the second? This is called the 
retransmission ambiguity problem.  
Karn speci
estimators could not be
nsmitted data finally arrives. This is because it is not known to which 
transmission the ACK corresponds. (Perhaps the first transmission was 
delayed and not thrown away, or perhaps the ACK of the first transmission 
was delayed). Also, since the data was retransmitted, and the exponential 
back off has been applied to the RTO
transmission. A new RTO is not calculated until an acknowledgment 
is received for a segment that was not retransmitted [29].  
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3.8 Network Simulators 
Simulation is a particularly useful tool for networking research. 
First, it facilitates easy implementation of new algorithms and policies, 
allowing more rapid evaluation of a design space. Simulation can help to 
identify promising solutions which can often then be more carefully 
verified in an implementation. Second, a simulated environment is a 
controlled environment. Because of this, simulations that isolate the 
rs and algorithms on the self-similarity of 
netw
e State 
effects of certain paramete
ork traffic were constructed. Also, evaluation of aggregate network 
performance is made easier because all network elements are made 
available through one interface. This is particularly important when 
studying the impact of an algorithm or policy on network traffic 
characteristics, for example. Third, in some cases, building an 
experimental implementation of large scale systems is infeasible. 
3.8.1 MLDesigner  Simulator 
MLDesigner is an integrated platform for modeling and analyzing 
the architecture, function and performance of high level system designs - 
either as a standalone system or as a system operating in the context of 
 larger systems and scenarios (i.e., missions). Primary domains include 
Discrete Event, Dynamic Data Flow, and Synchronous Data Flow. These 
primary domains are augmented by two subdomains (Finit
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Machine and Higher Order Functions). A new Continous Time/Discrete 
Even
gy 
mance (components, channels, 
ts between components  
 abstraction required for each component  
pport modelling and analysis  
• Build abstract models of architecture and functionality  
t domain for analog and mixed signal designs is now available in the 
Experimental Library, along with early prototypes for other domains.  
MLDesigner elevates and accelerates today's system design methodolo
by providing a reliable simulation environment to enhance the 
predictability, productivity, and quality of the entire development process 
and eventual product/system integration.  
3.8.1.1 The MLDesigner Top-Down Design Process  
Although MLDesigner supports bottom-up design, it is designed for top-
down design, iterative design process (sometimes called a spiral design 
process).  
1-Define problem space  
• Questions to be answered  
• Identify key contributes to perfor
events)  
2-Develop an initial design model  
• Define topology (components. HW/SW partitioning) and key 
even
• Define the levels of
• Define data structures to su
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3-E
•  and analyze performance measures  
4-A
• ase model fidelity  
5-A
ification . 
Th M t (IDE) provides a 
com ncludes:  
and Dynamic Toolbar. The Toolbar adapts 
ple, in simulation 
 simulation buttons are shown on the tool bar; when 
 FSM buttons are added to the 
 used to organize and manage 
u 
xecute and validate model  
Compute
• Compare to previous measurements of actual systems  
dd detail to model  
Add functional details to incre
• Test  
• Iterate the detail cycle as needed  
nalyze and perform tradeoff studies  
6-Designate an executable spec
e LDesigner Integrated Design Environmen
mon, seamless interface to the design domains. The IDE i
• Common Menu 
automatically to the work environment. For exam
mode,
designing Finite State Machines,
toolbar.  
• File Manager: The file manager is
models, modules and blocks in our open XML database. You can 
view components from a file, library or model perspective and yo
have the ability to search for instances of a specific model, module 
or block.  
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• 
chical block diagram editor (If you wish, you can build 
• perty Editor: The model property editor is used to define 
• ion window for exchanging 
 
 
 
Model Editor: The Model Editor is the workspace where you 
graphically assemble bocks and modules into a system model using 
the hierar
your own basic building blocks or primitives using C++ or our 4G 
design language). You also use the Model Editor to connect probes 
to aid in debugging your model, to generate output graphs, or to 
write results to files for later analysis.  
Model Pro
model parameters prior to simulation. Parameters can be associated 
with any MLDesigner block. Parameters for lower-level blocks can 
be exported the top-level view of the model to simplify 
configuration. MLDesigner also provides the ability to dynamically 
change parameters during the simulation and to read parameters 
from a file at runtime.  
Console: The console is a multi-funct
information between the designer and the program. The console 
provides tab-selectable access to a command window and a log 
window. In simulation mode, a simulation progress window and a 
breakpoint management window are added to the console [43].  
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3.8
OPNE
OPNE
large 
netwo uy 
ppropriate licenses. There are two main types of licenses : academic or 
ommercial .OPNET includes   a library of detailed protocol and 
pplication models including Multi-Tier Applications, Voice, HTTP, 
SVP, Frame Relay, FDDI, Ethernet, 
02.11 Wireless LANs, MPLS, PNNI, DOCSIS, UMTS, IP 
.2 OPNET  and   OMNET++ 
T 
T (Optimized Network Engineering Tools) Technologies offer a 
number of different tools supporting modeling and simulation of 
rks in various technologies. They are available for users who b
a
c
a
TCP, IP, OSPF, BGP, EIGRP, RIP, R
ATM, 8
Multicast and  Circuit Switch . The Standard Model Library includes 
hundreds of vendor specific and generic device models including routers, 
switches, workstations, and packet generators [44].  
OMNET++ 
OMNET++  stands for Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++, 
which is an  open source , component based simulation package ,built on 
C++ foundations. OMNEST is the commercial version name for 
OMNET++. It offers a C++ simulation class library and GUI support ( 
graphical network editing animation ). The principal author is Andras 
Varga from the Technical University of Budapest, which occasional 
contributions from  a number of other people[45]. 
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3.8.3 Network Simulator -2 (NS-2) 
Most simulation studies performed using the network simulator 
known as NS-2, now widely used as a simulation tool. NS-2 is an event-
driven simulator originally derived from the REAL network simulator. 
The simulator has an object-oriented architecture, and simulation objects 
are typically implemented as split objects: partly
 
 in C++, and partly in 
ools Command Language (Tcl). Such objects exist simultaneously in 
can typically be added in either 
language (generally, functionality that requires per packet processing is 
best implemented in C++, while more infrequently processed code is 
more flexibly implemented in Tcl). The state between the split 
implementation is made consistent through the use of bound instance 
variables, in which any changes to such variables in one language are 
immediately visible in the other [32].  
NS-2 is a good choice for network traffic  research, since many TCP 
variants (Tahoe, Reno, New Reno, Vegas, etc.) are standard parts of the 
simulator. Ns-2 has also been used extensively for network traffic  
research.  
 
 
 
T
both language realms, and functionality 
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4.1 Medium Access control (MAC) Protocol 
With the rapid development of the Internet in the last years, the role 
of Local Area Networks (LANs) for users to access the Internet has 
become more important. Two architectures have been used in developing a 
LAN: the switched architecture mainly implemented in the backbone 
connecting several individual LANs, and the shared architecture based on a 
particular Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol used extensively in 
providing network access for a collection of end users [21]. 
As the network access part plays a vital role in a network, it is 
important to design an efficient yet reliable MAC protocol for a LAN. 
Many MAC protocols used in LANs are based on random access schemes, 
for example Ethernet that implements the Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) protocol. 
Random access protocols are some of the most important and widely 
implemented protocols in local area networks. Due to their simple 
operation, their implementations are generally straight forward. Random 
access protocols are different from other types of MAC protocols in one 
property: a transmission is not guaranteed to be a successful one. This is 
mainly due to their random access operation, where a transmission is 
initiated without a prior negotiation with other possible transmissions.  
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When two transmissions are commenced at the same time, a collision 
of transmissions occurs, and no useful information can be received and 
read correctly by receivers. 
In the case of a collision, retransmissions are required for all 
unsuccessful transmissions until they are successful. To avoid further 
collisions of the same set of collided transmissions, the retransmission of 
an unsuccessful transmission is scheduled in a randomly chosen future 
time hoping that other retransmissions will not be scheduled to the same 
future time. This leads to the development of retransmission algorithms for 
random access protocols. A retransmission algorithm is responsible for 
arranging, in a distributive way, all transmissions involved in a collision to 
be retransmitted in different future time period so that the chances of 
further collisions can be minimized [21]. 
4.2 Aloha 
 
The concept of random access protocols was first introduced and 
demonstrated by Abramson and his colleagues at the University of 
Hawaii [39]. The protocol was named Aloha. It was intended to provide 
communications between several stations in a wireless environment. 
The operation of Aloha is simple. When a station is ready for a data 
frame transmission, it transmits the data frame immediately. Since all 
stations share the same radio channel, when two or more stations 
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commence their transmissions at the same time, a collision occurs such 
that all the collided data frame transmissions cannot be detected and read 
correctly. 
In the case of a collision, all collided transmissions must be scheduled for 
retransmission at a randomly chosen future time. However, no 
retransmission algorithm is specified in Aloha. In other words, an Aloha 
station does nothing if its transmission suffers a collision. It is assumed 
that a protocol providing a reliable communication service residing in the 
upper layer of a protocol stack will discover a failure of the transmission 
some time after the collision and will then trigger a retransmission. The 
operation of an Aloha transceiver can be described by a finite state 
machine shown in Figure 4.1 [39]. 
Figure 4.1: The finite state machine of an Aloha transceiver 
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4.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 
In Aloha, a station initiates a transmission without making sure that the 
broadcast channel is clear for transmission. As a result, during a data 
frame transmission, any other station may initiate a new transmission that 
will collide with an ongoing transmission.  
It is found that in some networks such as LANs, a station can 
detect whether the broadcast channel is clear, hence by requiring all 
stations to initiate transmissions only when the broadcast channel is 
sensed idle, the chances of collisions can be reduced. This additional 
operation is sometimes called “listen before transmit”. The protocol that 
employs this operation is called the Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
(CSMA) protocol. As mentioned, this additional enhancement guarantees 
that any ongoing transmission that has been sensed by all stations will not 
be destroyed by collisions. However, collisions are still possible. If two or 
more stations start their transmissions at the same time, due to the signal 
propagation delay, they may not be aware of other transmissions at that 
time instance and go ahead with their transmissions. In this case, the 
transmissions collide [40]. 
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4.4 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMA/CD) 
It is further realized that in wired LANs, in addition to sensing the 
broadcast channel before a transmission, a station can also detect if the 
data frame transmission suffers a collision during the transmission, this is 
sometimes called “listen while transmit”. With this feature, instead of 
blindly transmitting the entire data frame even though it has collided with 
others, a station can detect a collision and quickly abort the collided 
transmission so that the duration of a collision can be reduced. The 
protocol that implemented this feature is called the Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). 
The operation of the CSMA/CD protocols is the same as that of the 
CSMA protocols, except that in the case of a collision, all data frame 
transmissions involved in a collision will be aborted immediately after the 
collision is detected. The retransmissions of the unsuccessful transmissions 
are scheduled at some time later in the future [40]. 
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Figure 4.2: The finite state machine of CSMA/CD transmitter 
 
To perform the collision detection operation, each station is equipped 
with an interference detector. During a data frame transmission, the station 
also detects signals on the broadcast channel. If the detected signal is 
different from the transmitted signal, a collision of transmissions occurs 
and the station will abort the transmission immediately.  To further 
improve the reliability of collision detection operation in CSMA/CD, a 
collision consensus enforcement mechanism is introduced to ensure that all 
stations involved in a collision will detect the collision. To achieve this, 
each station, when detected a collision during a data frame transmission, 
must jam the broadcast channel by transmitting the predefined jam signal. 
The transmission of the jam signal makes the collision more obvious. The  
operation of CSMA/CD transmitter can be described by a finite state 
machine shown in Figure 4.2 [40]. 
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4.5 Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm 
The Binary Tree Algorithm is a full-sensing type retransmission 
algorithm. The main property of the full-sensing type algorithm is that all 
stations must continuously monitor the broadcast channel to gain the 
knowledge of the system status. This operation introduces some 
drawbacks, mainly stations require more power to operate, and a noisy 
channel may result in incorrect channel feedback information received, 
leading to a wrong decision made by a station. Because of the wrong 
retransmission decision, the performance of the Binary Tree Algorithm 
may be seriously degraded. 
To enhance the robustness of retransmission algorithms, instead of 
continuously monitoring the broadcast channel, a station only monitors the 
broadcast channel when it is transmitting a data frame. A station will 
receive feedback from the channel indicating whether its transmission is 
successful or unsuccessful. A retransmission algorithm based on this 
scheme is known as the limited-sensing retransmission algorithm. A 
typical and widely known limited-sensing type retransmission algorithm is 
the Truncated Binary Exponential Backoff retransmission algorithm, or 
(BEB) in short. It is used in Ethernet, as well as the IEEE 802.11 MAC 
protocol in wireless LANs [21]. 
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The operation of Binary Exponential Backoff retransmission (BEB) is 
much simpler than that of the Binary Tree Algorithm since stations 
implementing BEB are not required to monitor the broadcast channel at all 
time. The rules for BEB implemented in Ethernet can be described as 
follows: 
(R1) Each station resets its collision counter, c, to zero initially. Each 
station transmits its data frame, if any, based on a particular Aloha type 
protocol such as slotted Aloha or CSMA/CD. If the transmission is 
unsuccessful, the retransmission is scheduled according to (R2). 
(R2) Upon the detection of a collision, each station increases its collision 
counter by one. If the counter reaches 16, the data frame retransmission is 
aborted. Otherwise, it is retransmitted in a randomly and uniformly chosen 
future slot between slot r+1 and slot r + min (1024, 2c) provided that slot r 
is the slot that the station suffers a collision during its transmission. 
(R3) If a retransmission is successful, (R1) is used then. Otherwise, (R2) is 
repeated. The idea behind the design of the BEB retransmission algorithm 
is that each station starts to retransmit aggressively. As each station 
experiences a collision, its backoff window, that is the choices of future 
slots for retransmissions, is widened exponentially to reduce the chances of 
further collisions [21]. 
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Self-Similarity 
5.1 Traffic measurement  
Traffic measurement and monitoring serve as the basis for a wide 
range of IP network operations, management and engineering tasks. 
Particularly, flow-level measurement such as total active flow count, sizes 
and identities of large flows, per-flow traffic, and flow size distribution are 
required for applications such as traffic characterization , usage-based 
accounting, traffic engineering and Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring.  
Traditionally, every packet traversing a measurement point is captured by a 
router (Figure 5.1) while forwarding it, or by a middlebox [36] (e.g., a 
measurement probe) attached to a switch interface or a link.  
 
Figure 5.1: Flow measurement 
With today’s high-speed (e.g., Gbps or  Tbps) links, such an approach may 
no longer be feasible. Because flow statistics are typically maintained by 
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software, the processing speed cannot match the line speed. Furthermore, 
the large number of flows observed on today’s high-speed links introduces 
scalability issues in traffic measurement. Capturing every packet requires 
too much CPU capacity, cache memory, I/O and network bandwidth, for 
updating, storing, and exporting flow statistics records. Flow sampling has 
been suggested as a scalable alternative to address this problem. Both the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working groups, IP Flow 
Information Export (IPFIX) and Packet Sampling (PSAMP), have 
recommended the use of packet sampling [26].  
        Static sampling method such as “1 out of k” is being used by 
Cisco and Juniper for high-speed core routers [26]. The foremost and 
fundamental question regarding sampling is its accuracy. This is especially 
pertinent in the Internet, where traffic is known to fluctuate dynamically 
and frequently. Inaccurate packet sampling not only defeats the purpose of 
traffic measurement and monitoring, but worse, can lead to wrong 
decisions by network operators. An important related concern is the 
efficiency of flow sampling. Excessive over sampling should also be 
avoided for the measurement solution to be scalable, especially in the 
presence of high traffic fluctuations. Therefore, it is important to control 
the accuracy of estimation in order to balance the trade-off between the 
utility and overhead of measurement.  
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Given the dynamic nature of network traffic, static sampling, where fixed 
sampling rate is used, does not always ensure the accuracy of estimation, 
and tends to oversample at peak periods [26]. 
Flow sampling for traffic measurement is a particularly challenging 
problem. One issue is the diversity of flows: flows can vary drastically in 
their volumes. The dynamics of flows is another issue: flows arrive at 
random time and stay active for a random duration; the rate of a flow (i.e., 
the number of packets generated by a flow per unit of time) may also vary 
over time, further complicating the matter of flow sampling. 
The main idea in the traffic flow sampling is to use a small memory 
to process sampled packets in real-time. Since it is impractical to store all 
information in this small memory, the principle of traffic flow sampling is 
to maintain only the information most pertinent to the traffic statistics to be 
measured. 
5.2 Flow Characteristics and the Impact on Packet Sampling 
Early studies on measuring and characterising network traffic 
dynamics focused exclusively on “packets” as being the fundamental unit 
of Internet traffic, and mainly concentrated on the statistical nature of 
packet arrivals to uncover characteristics of traffic at the packet-level. 
Although one can argue that packet-level measurements still maintain 
much of their popularity within the relevant research community, the 
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notion of the flow was introduced to create an abstraction from packets, 
and to naturally link packet-level dynamics with application-level 
dynamics, hence supporting special-service capabilities within the 
datagram architecture of the Internet [26].  
A flow is a sequence of packets that share certain common properties 
(called flow specification) and have some temporal locality as observed at 
a given measurement point. Depending on the application and 
measurement objectives, flows may be defined in various manners such as 
source/destination IP addresses, port numbers, protocol or combinations 
thereof. They can be further grouped and aggregated into various 
granularity levels such as network prefixes or autonomous systems. 
Clearly, flows are quite diverse in their sizes. Note that extremely 
small flows (e.g., with 10 or fewer packets) may not be detected at all 
using packet sampling, thus it would be infeasible to achieve any 
reasonable degree of accuracy. The majority (80%) of the flows are small 
(e.g., with 10 or fewer packets), while a small percentage of them are large 
(e.g., with more than 105 or 106 packets). Fortunately, for many traffic 
monitoring and measurement applications, it is sufficient to provide an 
accurate estimate of flow sizes for only large flows. This is due to the fact 
that the small percentage of large flows typically accounts for a large 
percentage of total traffic [26]. 
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It is found that less than 20% of the top-ranked flows are responsible for 
more than 80%of the total traffic different links. The aforementioned 
phenomenon has been referred to as the “elephants and mice phenomenon” 
in the literature, and has been observed at various granularities [16], [19]. 
The observation suggests that meaningful traffic monitoring and 
measurement objectives (e.g., for traffic engineering or profiling) can often 
be achieved by concentrating only on a relatively small percentage of large 
(i.e., elephant) flows. 
5.3 Cisco IOS® Netflow 
Netflow [37] is a flow measurement technology to collect data as it 
enters specific routers or switches interfaces, and analyse it to provide for a 
number of network operations tasks. Being an integral part of Cisco 
Internetwork Operating System (IOS) software, Netflow has evolved to the 
de facto standard for flow monitoring, since it enables Cisco product-based 
networks to perform traffic flow analysis without the need of purchasing 
and configuring custom probes. Service providers can use Netflow to 
measure traffic flows on their Points-Of-Presence (POP), peering or transit 
points, for network planning, service-level management and traffic 
engineering.  
Due to its configurability, Netflow can also provide for user and 
application-level traffic classification and usage-based billing. 
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Additionally, efficient security can be facilitated by applying access-list 
processing only to the first packets of classified flows. 
Netflow uses the source and destination IP addresses, the source and 
destination transport ports, the layer 3 protocol, the Type-of-Service (ToS), 
and the input logical interface of a node, as the seven unique characteristics 
of a flow. The complete Cisco flow monitoring system consists of three 
main components: Flow caching collects IP data flows entering a network 
node’s interfaces and classifies them on flows of unique characteristics. 
Netflow operates on inbound traffic only and consequently defines 
unidirectional flows. The FlowCollector captures and aggregates exported 
data from multiple nodes according to user-specified policies. The 
exported packets are sent to the collector encapsulated into approximately 
1500-byte UDP datagrams, which typically contain 20-50 flow records 
(Figure 5.2). The rate of exporting data records increases with the traffic on 
Netflow-enabled nodes’ interfaces. The Network Data Analyser provides 
modules to retrieve, display and analyse Netflow data collected from 
FlowCollector, and enables near real- time visualization and trending 
analysis of recorded and aggregated flow data. Flow collection, analysis 
and visualisation can also be performed by a variety of commercial and 
open source tools which typically support the Netflow export format, and 
can be configured to passively listen to specified UDP ports to receive 
flow data from Cisco devices [37]. 
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Figure 5.2: Netflow Export (v5) Datagram Format 
Efficient flow cache management to ensure scalability and minimal 
performance overhead especially for loaded edge routers is implemented 
through non-linear algorithms for classifying packets into flows, and 
through sets of rules to enforce Netflow cache entries expiration. The rules 
include timeout-based expiration of flows, heuristic-based flow aging, and 
observation of explicit transport mechanisms indicating flow termination 
(e.g. TCP Finish (FIN) or Reset (RST) flags). Aggregation caches can also 
be enabled to maintain grouped flows based on different fields’ 
combinations of individual flows, providing for router-based aggregation 
that improves cache management and at the same time reduces the export 
data volume. The main flow aggregation schemes are based on 
autonomous system, source and destination prefix and protocol port. 
Additional schemes include the ToS byte as a field [37]. 
The Netflow cache size is configurable, yet its default values vary for 
different Cisco platforms with respect to their available Dynamic Random 
Access Memory (DRAM). A number of different versions of the Netflow 
export data format have been defined as a result of continuous 
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enhancements on the information the flow export datagrams carry. The 
main fields of individual flow records include the flow’s packet and byte 
counts, the start and stop times for the flow, and a cumulative indication of 
the flow’s TCP flags, in addition to the seven unique characteristics 
reported earlier that Netflow uses to define a flow. Enabling Netflow on 
Cisco network nodes results in an anticipated performance overhead in 
terms of CPU utilization and system resources, which increases with the 
number of flows monitored and maintained in the flow cache, but not with 
the individual Netflow features enabled (e.g. aggregation). The overhead is 
particularly noticeable on nodes that normally perform most forwarding 
decisions directly in hardware, where a software-based Netflow version 
can bypass the hardware forwarding mechanism [37]. 
The Sampled Netflow feature was developed to scale the flow 
measurement operation to high forwarding rates, allowing a node to 
sample only one out of N forwarded packets to be accounted for in the 
Netflow flow cache. Recent studies focused on defining efficient sampling 
algorithms to identify and measure only large flows that account for the 
highest percentage of the overall Internet traffic. The sample and hold 
algorithm samples a packet with a probability depending on the byte-size 
of a flow, and for each sampled packet, all subsequent packets belonging 
on the same   flow are  also  sampled.  The  multistage filters algorithm 
uses  independent  hash  functions  to  classify  packets  based on  their 
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flow characteristics, and increase a flow-related counter with the size of 
each packet. Flows whose counter (representing their size) exceeds a 
specified threshold at all stages are added to the flow memory [26]. Such 
algorithms aim at minimising both the processing and flow collection 
overheads, by only keeping flow state of a few large flows using a small 
amount of fast memory in network nodes. Dynamic adaptation of the 
sampling rate has also been recently introduced, specifically to improve 
Netflow’s robustness, by setting a maximum sampling rate and then 
dynamically decreasing it until it is low enough for the flow records to fit 
into a specified amount of memory [37]. 
5.4 Multistage Filters Algorithm (MF Algorithm) 
The main idea of multistage filters algorithm is utilizing multiple 
stages in identifying large flows in network. Multistage Filter (MF) 
algorithm uses only a few memory references per packet, making it 
suitable for use in high speed routers. MF algorithm produces more 
accurate estimates than NetFlow, but they do processing and access 
memory for each packet [26]. 
 In multistage filter a flow ID is formed as (S, R), with S denoting 
source node and R denoting destination node. A typical MF algorithm 
presented in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: A typical MF algorithm 
 
 
MF algorithm identifies flows by multistage. A stage is a table of 
buckets that are indexed by a hash function computed on a packet flow ID. 
When a packet comes in, a hash on its flow ID is computed and the size of 
packet is added to the corresponding bucket. Since each stage uses 
independent hash function to compute the index, the same flow ID will 
have great probability to stay in distinct buckets.  
MF algorithm uses filter intervals in identifying large flows. A filter 
interval is a continued time period. After each filter interval, the MF 
algorithm will select candidate large flows. During the consequent 
measurement period, this algorithm will focus only on the selected flows. 
After the filter interval, MF algorithm scans all the stages.  
A flow F can be accepted only if its throughput in bucket of each 
stage all exceed threshold T =B/100, where B is the link bandwidth. Since 
the number of buckets in a stage that can be afforded is significantly 
smaller than the number of flows in network, many flows will map to the 
same buckets [26]. Multistage filters algorithm can reduce the following 
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problems brought out by traditional sampling algorithms: first, small flows 
can map to buckets that hold large flows and get added to flow memory; 
second, several small flows can hash to the same bucket and add up to a 
number larger than the threshold.  The detailed description about MF 
algorithm is presented as below [26]:  
(1) Sizes of all buckets in each stage are initialized to 0 at the start of  
a filter interval; 
(2) When a packet comes on, mark this packet by flow ID;  
(3) Calculate packet’s position in each bucket by independent 
 hash functions; 
(4) Add the size of this packet to each bucket;  
(5) Update the lived time of each bucket; 
(6) Is filter interval terminating? No, repeat step 2-5; 
(7) Scan all stage indices by flow ID, check if exist a flow, and  
its throughput larger than threshold T in all filter stages? If it’s true, add the 
flow to flow memory.  
During the following measurement time, MF algorithm will only focus on 
these selected flows. 
(8) Collect traffic information on a continued time; 
(9) Restarting; a new filter interval. 
If M is the available memory, the error-ratio of MF algorithm is 
proportional to 1/M, contrast to the error of an algorithm based on classical 
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sampling is proportional to M1 , thus providing much less accuracy for the 
same amount of memory [26]. 
5.5 Adaptive Multistage Filters Algorithm (AMF Algorithm) 
Multistage filter uses simple, non-adaptive filtering techniques. A 
flow F can be accepted only if its throughput  in bucket of each stage all 
exceed threshold T.  Such techniques use a fixed rule to determine how to 
filter data. The filtering rule can be deterministic. To address this issue, 
adaptive filtering techniques can be employed to dynamically adjust the 
filtering rule and optimize accuracy. 
This thesis proposes and implements an adaptive multistage filter for 
network traffic measurement. The adaptive multistage filter differs from 
multistage filter for traffic measurement in that it is significantly more 
flexible in its ability to dynamically adjust with fluctuations in network 
behavior. 
Based on multistage, adaptive-MF algorithm takes throughput of 
flows into account to filter large flows. According to [19], [16], less than 
20% of the network traffic flows are responsible for more than 80% of the 
total traffic at different links. What’s more, the largest percentage account 
for occupying the bandwidth is the flows whose throughput is much 
higher.  
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Definition 1:  
Let  ti (1 ≤ i ≤ M ) denote the ith time interval, where M is the total number 
of  time intervals in a trace , the length of  ti is the  time interval at i. For 
each ti ,the  variable x(ti) defined as the throughput in ti. It is calculated with 
formula x(ti)= b(ti)/ti, where b(ti) is the total number of bits sent during the 
time interval ti. It is found that there are throughput variables x(ti), whose 
values are extremely large. These extremely large throughput values may 
cause severe packet loss or long queuing delay at routers. That is, they are 
strongly related to network performance, thus it is meaningful to 
characterize them.  
Definition 2 :  
The flow  called an extremely large flow  if it is throughput variable  
satisfies 
)(ˆ kx
xitxkx σ+≥ )()(ˆ .  
Where )( itx  stands for the mean of ,)( itx xσ  is the standard deviation 
of . The mean value plus standard deviation set for the threshold 
value of large throughput variables. Thus
)( itx
 )(ˆ kx can be viewed as threshold 
and Adaptive-MF algorithm is degenerated to MF algorithm. 
The detailed description about Adaptive-MF algorithm is presented as 
below:  
(1) Sizes of all buckets in each stage are initialized to 0 at the start of  
a filter interval. 
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(2) When a packet comes on, mark this packet by flow ID;  
(3) Calculate packet’s position in each bucket by independent  
hash functions. 
(4) Add the size of this packet to each bucket.  
(5) Is filter interval terminating? No, repeat step 2-5. 
(6) Calculate flow's throughput.  
(7) Calculate the  threshold . )(ˆ kx
(8) Scan all stage indices by flow ID, check if exist a flow, and  
its throughput larger than threshold  in all filter stages? If it’s true, 
add the flow to flow memory. During the following measurement time, 
Adaptive-MF algorithm will only focus on these selected flows. 
)(ˆ kx
(9) Collect traffic information on a continued time. 
(10) Restarting; a new filter interval. 
The  adaptive multistage filter consists of 4 stages, each stage consists 
of  1000 buckets. Packet source and destination IP addresses used to 
identify flow ID. Packet’s position in each bucket at each stage are 
calculated by a hash function computed on a packet flow ID. The hash 
functions computed using the mathematical  operation MOD which returns 
the remainder after the division. 
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5.6 Adaptive Multistage Filter Simulation Results 
Simulations are conducted to investigate the conservation of the self-
similarity characteristic while using the Adaptive multistage filters method. 
The accuracy of the Adaptive multistage filters investigated on different 
sampling time intervals.  The proposed adaptive multistage filter (AMF) 
evaluated  using data from the Widely Integrated Distributed Environment 
(WIDE) project [41]. The WIDE backbone network consists of links of 
various speeds, from 2Mbps CBR (Constant Bit Rate) ATM up to 10 Gbps 
Ethernet. The  analyzed  WIDE dataset consisted of a 24- hour trace that 
was collected on September 22, 2005. 
The Rescaled Adjusted Range Statistic (R/S) is used to measure the 
degree of Traffic self-similarity. First, the sampling interval size   10, 50, 
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 seconds was determined. Using the 
Rescaled Adjusted Range Statistic method, the Hurst parameter was 
calculated to verify the conservation of the self-similarity characteristic. 
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Figure 5.4: Hurst parameter for flows sampled by the proposed AMF 
algorithm.  
Figure 5.5: Hurst Parameter  Percentage error for flows sampled by the 
proposed AMF algorithm.  
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Figure 5.6: Hurst parameter for flows sampled by the multistage filter 
algorithm. 
 
Figure 5.7: Hurst   Parameter  percentage error  for flows  sampled 
by the multistage filter algorithm. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Hurst parameter estimation for adaptive 
multistage filter and multistage filter algorithms. 
Figure 5.9: Comparison of  Hurst  parameter  percentage error for 
multistage filter and adaptive multistage filter algorithms. 
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Figure 5.8 shows the obtained values of Hurst parameter for traffic 
sampled by adaptive multistage filter and multistage filter algorithms, the 
Hurst parameter calculated for different sampling interval size. It is clearly 
shown that the self-similarity property of traffic sampled by adaptive 
multistage filter is preserved for different sampling interval size. 
Moreover, the Hurst parameter remains fairly the same as the original 
sampled traffic trace.  
In order to compare the performance of the adaptive multistage filter 
with the multistage filter, a useful criterion is the  Hurst  parameter  
percentage error. The  Hurst  parameter  percentage error calculated using 
the formula  in Equation (5-1) [38]. 
Hurst  parameter  percentage error = 100
)( ∗−
r
rs
H
HH
  (5-1) 
 
Where 
Hs= hurst parameter  for  flows sampled in the  ith  interval size. 
Hr = hurst parameter  for real  flows  in the  ith  interval size. 
 
Figure 5.9 shows the obtained  Hurst  parameter  percentage error  for  
flows sampled by the adaptive multistage filter and multistage filter 
algorithm using different sampling interval size. The Hurst parameter  
percentage error of the adaptive multistage filter is smaller  than that of  the 
multistage filter algorithm. 
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 The Hurst  parameter  percentage error of the adaptive multistage filter has 
the lowest value at sampling interval size  700  and nearly be steady for 
sampling interval size greater  than 600.  
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6.1 Causes of network traffic self-similarity 
 
Understanding the nature of network traffic is critical in order to 
properly design and implement computer networks and network services 
like the World Wide Web. Recent examinations of LAN traffic [1] and 
wide area network traffic [3] have challenged the commonly assumed 
models for network traffic, e.g., the Poisson distribution. Were traffic to 
follow a Poisson or Markovian arrival process, it would have a 
characteristic burst length which would tend to be smoothed by averaging 
over a long enough time scale. Rather, measurements of real traffic 
indicate that significant traffic variance (burstiness) is present on a wide 
range of time scales. 
Traffic that is bursty on many or all time scales can be described 
statistically using the notion of self-similarity, which is a property 
associate with fractals-objects whose appearance is unchanged regardless 
of the scale at which they are viewed. In the case of stochastic objects 
like time series, self-similarity is used in the distributional sense: when 
viewed at varying scales, the object’s distribution remains unchanged. 
Since a self-similar process has observable bursts on all time scales, it 
exhibits long-range dependence; values at any instant are typically 
correlated with all future values.  
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Surprisingly (given the counterintuitive aspects of long-range 
dependence) the self-similarity of Ethernet network traffic has been 
rigorously established [1].  The importance of long-range dependence in 
network traffic is beginning to be observed in studies such as [42], which 
show that packet loss and delay behavior is radically different in 
simulations using real traffic data rather than traditional network models. 
The reasons behind network traffic self-similarity have not been clearly 
identified. In order to know the causes of the self- similarity of network 
traffic, the  effects of TCP congestion control mechanism and CSMA/CD 
exponential back off on the self-similarity of network Traffic were 
investigated. 
6.2 Simulation Model 
NS-2 [32] used to simulate a scenario involving a number of clients 
connected to a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server as in Figure 6.1. Each 
of the n clients is connected to router A with a LAN-like link at 10 Mbps 
bandwidth and 0.5 ms propagation delay. Router A is connected to router 
B through a (bottleneck) link of 1.5 Mbps capacity, the propagation delay 
for this link is 20 ms. finally, the server is connected to router B over a 
LAN-like link.  
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Figure 6.1: Network Model to investigate the effect of TCP congestion 
control  on traffic self-similarity. 
 
In Figure 6.1 there are n concurrent TCP flows. Originating from Si (ith 
sender), the ith TCP flow travels over link Ki to router A, link D to router 
B, and link L to reach the destination FTP server. The link D between 
Router A and Router B is the bottleneck link. All links are symmetric and 
full-duplex. The router B is a drop-tail router. 
This topology is chosen for two main reasons. First, it is simple enough to 
allow for a reasonably thorough investigation, and is fairly representative 
of many real-world situations [30]. Second, similar topologies have been 
used in many network traffic characterization, including the ones 
mentioned in section 1.4, giving the added bonus of making the results 
directly comparable to these. 
The server and clients  use TCP Reno under all scenarios. The TCP 
Maximum Segment Size (MSS) is 1460 bytes. The receiver’s (initial) 
advertised window (rwnd) is 64 KB, or approximately 44 segments [29]; 
TCP Reno maintains a congestion window  (cwnd) and tries to keep its 
size proportional to the available bandwidth. Since computer  networks 
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do not provide explicit feedback about the currently available bandwidth 
to an end-point, the protocol itself  has to estimate this value by 
exploiting implicit feedback from the network, such as the time between 
sending a packet and receiving an acknowledgment for it. While sending 
data, the amount of data outstanding (i.e., unacknowledged by the 
receiver) must never exceed the size of the congestion window (and the 
size of the buffer available at the receiver). To determine and adapt the 
size of the congestion window to the bandwidth available, TCP Reno 
operates in three phases:  slow-start, congestion avoidance, and 
congestion recovery [31]. 
At start-up, the congestion window is set to the size of one packet. During 
the following slow-start phase, the congestion window is exponentially 
opened to allow the sender to quickly increase the send rate to find the 
available bandwidth. Unless packet loss occurs, the congestion window is 
opened until the slow start threshold value ssthresh is reached, at which 
point the opening is slowed down (i.e., it becomes linear) and the 
congestion avoidance phase (i.e., the steady state) is entered. In this 
phase, TCP attempts to send packets at the maximum rate that avoids 
packet loss and to find out about opportunities for additional data 
transmission. That’s why, even in steady state, TCP slowly attempts to 
increase the send rate. Acknowledgments in TCP Reno are cumulative, 
that is, they acknowledge the reception of all packets up to the sequence 
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number contained in the acknowledgment. In case of receiving an out-of-
order packet, a TCP receiver cannot generate an acknowledgment for this 
packet, instead the receiver has to send another acknowledgment for the 
latest received in-order packet, a so-called “duplicate acknowledgment”. 
After having received three such duplicate acknowledgments, a TCP 
sender  assumes  that  the  next  packet  to  be  acknowledged  got  lost 
and enters  the congestion  recovery  phase : The “fast retransmit” 
algorithm [31]. 
6.3  Hurst Parameter Estimation  
It is not possible to use the definition of traffic self-similarity to check 
whether a finite traffic trace is self-similar or not. Instead different features 
of self-similarity such as slowly decaying variances are investigated in 
order to estimate the Hurst parameter H. this parameter H can take any 
value between 1/2 and 1 and the higher the value the higher the degree of 
self-similarity. For smooth Poisson traffic the value is H=0.5. The methods 
that can be used   to test for self-similarity include the Variance-Time plot , 
the rescaled adjusted range plot (R/S plot), and the Periodogram plot. 
6.3.1 The R/S method 
The R/S method is one of the oldest and most well known methods 
for estimating H. Let Xt denote the number of packets that arrive at time t, 
i.e the number of packets in bin t, and let 
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be the cumulative inflow up to time j. The R/S-statistic or rescaled adjusted 
range is defined by the ratio 
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,               (6.5) 
The R/S-statistic makes it possible to study properties that are independent 
of scale. 
To determine the Hurst parameter H the ratio R/S is calculated for every 
possible, or a sufficient number of, values of t and k and log R/S is plotted 
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against log k. The slope of a straight line fitted to the points in the plot, for 
instance by the least square method, is an estimation of the parameter H. 
In practice the ratio R/S is not calculated for every possible t and k. Instead 
a number of equally spaced starting points t and a number of intervals 
(lags) k are chosen. Typically logarithmically spaced values of k is chosen 
because log R/S is to be plotted versus log k. For each starting point t the 
ratio R/S is calculated for every lag k such that t+k <= length of X. For 
small k one get many estimates of R/S but for large k one gets only a few, 
down to one, estimate of R/S. The R/S method is known  to be biased 
towards H=0.7. It is biased upwards for small values of H and downwards 
for large values of H [1][28]. 
6.3.2 Variance-Time plot 
Let Zn be a vector with the number of packets in the nth interval (bin). If for 
example the bin size has been chosen to 100 ms then Z100 is the number of 
packets   that  arrived at the  first  100 ms.  Characteristic of long-range 
dependent processes is that the variance of the sample mean converges 
slower to zero than 1/n (the reciprocal of the sample size). It can be shown 
that  
( ) 22var −≈ Hn cnZ          (6.6)                              
where  
c is constant and  c  > 0 .  
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n is the interval size. 
This is what the variance-time plot method is based on and the actual 
method to estimate H is as follows: 
First the mean of each pair of consecutive, non-overlapping bins are 
calculated and then the variance of these means is calculated. The 
logarithm of the variance is plotted against the logarithm of the block size 
i.e 1. Then the same thing is done for blocks of size 4,8,16,.., n bins. The 
parameter  H  can  be   estimated  by  fitting  a  simple  least  squares   
 line through the resulting points and using the relation slope = 2H – 2      
[1] [28]. 
6.3.3 The Periodogram Method 
The periodogram estimator, proposed by Daniell , is a graphical method of 
assessing H. The periodogram of Xi = {X1;X2; ...;Xn} is defined 
by Equation  
( )
2
12
1 ∑
=
=
n
j
ij
j exn
p λπλ       (6.7)  
where λ   is the frequency, n is the length of the time series and X is the 
actual time series. 
This shows that if the autocorrelations are assumable, i.e., short range 
dependence (SRD), then, near the origin, it should be scattered randomly 
around a constant level. If the autocorrelations are non-assumable, i.e., 
long range dependence (LRD) type, the points are scattered around a 
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negative slope. The periodogram plot is obtained by plotting log10(P(λ)) 
against log10(λ).An estimate of the Hurst parameter is given by H = (1−β)/2 
where β is the slope of a regression line [2][28]. 
 
6.4 Effects of TCP Congestion Control on Self-Similarity of 
Network Traffic 
 
TCP is an adaptive mechanism that tries to utilize all free resources 
on the network. Adaptation is performed by the congestion control 
mechanism. Of course, full adaptation is not possible, as the network does 
not provide prompt and explicit information about the amount of free 
resources.  TCP itself must test the path continuously by increasing its 
sending rate gradually until congestion is detected, which is signaled by a 
packet loss, and then it adjusts its internal state variables accordingly.  
In simplified terms, when TCP suffers a packet loss, it decreases its 
sending rate (by decreasing its window size by a factor of two); when a 
packet is successfully delivered, it increases its sending rate (by increasing 
its window size by one). This process of additively increasing and 
multiplicatively decreasing (AIMD) the transmission rate can be thought of 
as a probing algorithm designed to find the maximal rate at which TCP can 
send packets under current conditions without incurring packet drops. 
Using congestion control mechanism, TCP is able to roughly estimate the 
optimal load in a few round trip times. Since congestion control was 
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introduced in the Internet, it has proved its efficiency in keeping network 
wide congestion under control in a wide range of traffic scenarios. 
In order to investigate the effects of TCP congestion control on the 
self-similarity of network traffic, the total network traffic load offered by 
the simulation model in 6.3 was varied by varying the number of clients  to 
study the network under different conditions. Each congestion case is 
studied under three different time scales 1ms, 10ms, and 1sec. The 
network congestion status was divided into three cases: 
1. Uncongested case: the amount of traffic generated is much lower than 
the available bandwidth. The number of clients is 8. 
2. Moderately congested case: the amount of traffic generated causes 
some, but not severe, congestion. The number of clients is 16. 
3. Heavily congested case: the amount of traffic generated is higher than 
what the network can handle. The number of clients is 32. 
The degree of self-similarity of network traffic measured in each case 
using  two methods. The two methods include the rescaled adjusted range 
plot (R/S plot) and the Periodogram method.  These methods considered for 
measuring the modulation effect of  TCP congestion control  because its 
better reflects the self similarity  of the network traffic, and consequently, 
the effectiveness of characterization of network traffic [1].  
In order to investigate the effects of  TCP congestion control algorithm  on 
the self-similarity of network traffic , the fluctuation of the congestion 
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window size was traced  and used to calculate the network throughput. 
Network throughput is defined as the window size divided by the 
measured round trip time (RTT). Therefore, the fluctuation of congestion 
window size affects the network throughput. 
The  size  of  ith  TCP  congestion  window    at  the  jth  RTT  was defined 
as W(i, j). 
The congestion control mechanism of TCP consists of two phases: the 
slow start phase and the congestion avoidance phase. in each of which 
TCP uses a different algorithm in increasing/decreasing congestion 
window size. In the slow start phase, TCP increases its window size by 
one packet on receiving an ACK packet. On the other hand, in the 
congestion avoidance phase, TCP  increases its window size W(i, j) by 
1/W(i, j) packets when it receives an ACK packet. Focusing on the 
changes in congestion window in a RTT to investigate the effect of the 
rapid fluctuation of the congestion window size on the network traffic 
self-similarity. 
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6.4.1  Uncongested Case 
In  this  case  the amount  of  traffic generated  by  the  network  is  
much lower than the available bandwidth , i.e., the  number  of  clients  is  
8.  The methods described in section 6.5 for estimating the Hurst parameter 
were used to investigate the effects of TCP congestion control algorithms 
on  the self similarity of  network traffic. the inter arrival time  of packets 
at three different time scale 1ms , 10 ms , 1  sec  was counted .    
Figure 6.2 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
uncongested case using time scale 1ms.  
The line fitted by least-square to the R/S plot has slope 0.76 which 
gives an estimate of  H = 0.76. The line fitted by least-square to the 
Periodogram plot has slope -0.5 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 
= 0.75. The methods don’t give exactly the same result but the values are 
all clearly above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter 
H ≈ 0.75.  
Figure 6.3 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
uncongested case using time scale 10 ms.  
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(b) 
Figure 6.2: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
uncongested case using time scale 1ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.3: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
uncongested case using time scale 10ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b)the 
Periodogram plot. 
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The line fitted by least-square to the R/S plot has slope 0.74 which gives an 
estimate of  H = 0.74. The line fitted by least-square to the Periodogram 
plot has slope -0.46 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.73.  The 
methods don’t give exactly the same result but the values are all clearly 
above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H  0.73. ≈
Figure 6.4 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
congested case using time scale 1sec. 
The line fitted by least-square to the R/S plot has slope 0.66 which gives an 
estimate of  H = 0.66 .The line fitted by least-square to the Periodogram 
plot has slope -0.3 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.65.  The 
methods don’t give exactly the same result but the values are all clearly 
above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H  0.65.  ≈
The  hurst parameter takes small values which indicate low degree of 
network traffic self similarity. This result is due to the absence of 
congestion  in the network, i.e., the congestion control mechanism has not 
been activated to control or modulate the network traffic. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.4: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
uncongested case using time scale 1sec. (a) the R/S plot, (b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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 Table 6.1 shows the resulting estimates of the Hurst parameter when 
different time scale (bin sizes) were used, the time scale  range  from 1 ms 
to  1 second. 
Table 6.1: Hurst parameter H for the traffic in uncongested case using 
time scale 1ms, 10 ms, 1 sec. 
Hurst Parameter Estimation  
Periodogram method R/S statistics 
 
 
Time Interval 
0.75 0.76 1 ms  
0.73 0.74 10 ms 
0.65 0.66 1 s 
 
6.4.2 Moderately congested case  
When the clients generate a moderate amount of traffic, and hence 
introduce intermittent congestion, the TCP congestion control mechanism 
begins to modulate the network traffic, because the TCP changes its 
congestion window periodically when triggered by a packet loss event. 
Figure 6.5 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in the 
moderate congested case using time scale 1ms.  
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(b) 
Figure 6.5: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in moderate 
congested case using time scale 1ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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The line fitted by least-square to the R/S plot has slope 0.82 which gives an 
estimate of  H = 0.82. The line fitted by least-square to the Periodogram 
plot has slope -0.62 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.81.  The 
methods don’t give exactly the same result but the values are all clearly 
above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H ≈  0.81.  
Figure 6.6 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in the 
moderate congested case using time scale 10ms. The line fitted by least-
square to the R/S plot has slope 0.79 which gives an estimate of  H = 0.79.  
The line fitted by least-square to the Periodogram plot has slope -0.56 
which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.78.  The methods don’t give 
exactly the same result but the values are all clearly above 0.5, so the 
traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H ≈ 0.78.  
Figure 6.7 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in the 
moderate  congested  case  using  time  scale 1s. The   line  fitted  by least-
square  to  the  R/S  plot  has  slope  = 0.78  which gives  an  estimate of  H 
= 0.78. The line fitted by least-square   to the Periodogram  plot has slope  
-0.54 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.77. The methods don’t 
give exactly the same result but the values are all clearly above 0.5, so the 
traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H≈ 0.77.  
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(b) 
Figure 6.6: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in moderate 
congested case using time scale 10 ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.7: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in moderate 
congested case using time scale 1sec. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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 Table 6.2 shows the resulting estimates of the Hurst parameter in 
moderate congested case  when different time scale (bin sizes) were used, 
the time scale  range  from 1 ms to  1 second. 
Table 6.2: Hurst parameter H for the traffic in moderate congested case 
using time scale 1ms,10 ms,1 sec.  
Hurst Parameter Estimation  
Periodogram method R/S statistics 
 
 
Time Interval 
0.81 0.82 1 ms  
0.78 0.79 10 ms 
0.77 0.78 1 s 
 
6.4.3 Heavily Congested Case  
The amount of traffic generated is higher than what the network can 
handle i.e., the number of clients is 32. 
Figure 6.8 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in the 
heavily congested case using time scale 1ms.  
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(b)  
Figure 6.8: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in heavily 
congested case using time scale 1ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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The   line  fitted  by least-square  to  the  R/S  plot  has  slope  = 0.88  
which gives  an  estimate of  H = 0.88. The line fitted by least-square to the 
Periodogram  plot    has  slope -0.74 which   gives  an   estimate   of   
H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.87.  The methods don’t give exactly the same result but 
the values are all clearly above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst 
parameter H ≈ 0.87.  
Figure 6.9 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in the 
moderate congested case using time scale 10ms.  
The   line  fitted  by least-square  to  the  R/S  plot  has  slope  = 0.85 which 
gives  an  estimate of  H = 0.85. The line fitted by least-square to the 
Periodogram  plot  has  slope  -0.68  which    gives   an  estimate  of   
H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.84.  The methods don’t give exactly the same result but 
the values are all clearly above 0.5, so the traffic is self-similar with Hurst 
parameter H ≈ 0.84.  
Figure 6.10 shows Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in 
the heavily congested case using time scale 1s. The   line  fitted  by least-
square  to  the  R/S  plot  has  slope  = 0.83 which gives  an  estimate of  H 
= 0.83 . The line fitted by least-square to the Periodogram plot   has   slope 
-0.64 which gives an estimate of H=(1-slope)/2 = 0.82.  The methods don’t 
give exactly the same result but the values are all clearly above 0.5, so the 
traffic is self-similar with Hurst parameter H ≈0.82.  
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(b) 
Figure 6.9: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in heavily 
congested case using time scale 10ms. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.10: Estimates of the Hurst parameter H for the traffic in heavily 
congested case using time scale 1sec. (a) the R/S plot ,(b) the 
Periodogram plot. 
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 Table 6.3 shows the resulting estimates of the Hurst parameter in heavily 
congested case  when different time scale (bin sizes) were used, the time 
scale  range  from 1 ms to  1 second.  
Table 6.3: Hurst parameter H for the traffic in heavily congested case 
using time scale 1ms,10 ms ,1 sec.  
Hurst Parameter Estimation  
Periodogram method R/S statistics 
 
 
Time Interval 
0.87 0.88 1 ms  
0.84 0.85 10 ms 
0.82 0.83 1 s 
 
The effect of TCP congestion control algorithm in network traffic self-
similarity is investigated. The result indicates that the congestion control 
mechanism of TCP modulates the network traffic to be self similar, this 
modulation occurs for two primary reasons: (1) the rapid fluctuation of 
the congestion window size caused by the continual “additive increase / 
multiplicative decrease (or re-start slow start)” probing of the network 
state and (2) the dependency between the congestion control decisions 
made by TCP congestion control mechanism. 
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6.5 Effects of CSMA/CD on Self-Similarity of Network Traffic    
In this section, the dynamic aspect of the Ethernet mechanism has been 
focused, in order to   investigate   the   effects   of    CSMA/CD    on   
self-similarity of network traffic. Since the actual Ethernet dynamics 
consists of many complicated rules, it is difficult to extract the causes of 
the self-similarity of network traffic directly from a real system. 
Therefore, a few basic properties of Ethernet rules were focused on by 
introducing a minimal network architecture model to study the  causes    
of    the  traffic self-similarity. For this purpose, the most basic effect in 
the Ethernet mechanism was considered; the binary exponential back-off 
algorithm. As in Figure 6.11, network topology consists of 16 clients and 
2 servers. 
 
Figure 6.11: Network Model to investigate the effect of CSMA/CD on 
traffic self-similarity. 
 
The model is a server-client model, in which 16 clients are connected to 
two servers via a single link with a bandwidth of 10Mbps.Network 
simulation package NS is used here, with modifications in codes. In the 
used model, each client requests a file transfer to a randomly selected 
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server, and the server sends a file back as a series of fixed size (1K byte) 
packets. The  following  parameters  are  considered  for  the  Ethernet: 
Jam time after Collision 3.2 ms, Slot Size 51.2 ms , and Inter-frame 
Delay 9.6 ms 
The effect of the Ethernet (CSMA/CD) mechanism investigated in order 
to give a more sophisticated explanation for the self similarity of network 
traffic.  Ethernet has been mostly used in the local area network in the 
Internet. Ethernet itself, however, has very complicated mechanisms to 
achieve efficient communication. The simulation performed based on the 
important  mechanism of the Ethernet algorithm, especially focusing on  
the effect of CSMA/CD exponential back-off algorithm on network 
traffic self-similarity. 
Ethernet uses a Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm to handle 
collisions. The algorithm is designed to dynamically adapt to the number 
of stations that are trying to send. It operates as follows: 
A time slot is defined, typically 2τ or the maximum length of time needed 
to detect a collision in the worst case (for Ethernet τ = 51.2 ms). 
After the first collision, each station waits either 0 or 1 slot times before 
trying again (i.e. there is a 50/50 chance that two stations will both pick 
the same number and collide again). 
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 another collision occurs (i.e. 2 collisions in a row) then each station 
delays for either 0, 1, 2 or 3 time slots (randomly picked), i.e. the 
probability of another collision occurring is 0.25 for two stations. 
For subsequent collisions the delay, in terms of time slots is selected from 
0 to , where i is the number of collisions that have occurred in a 
row. 
)12( −i
After 10 collisions in a row the randomization interval is held constant at 
0 – 1023 slots. After 16 collisions the controller gives up, and reports 
failure back to upper layer processes (e.g. the application). 
The binary exponential backoff algorithm dynamically adapts itself to the 
number of stations and their level of activity. It is designed to avoid 
excessively long average  waits after a collision (e.g. if a randomization 
interval of 1023 was used, then the chance of two stations colliding is 
negligible, however, the average wait after a collision is excessive). The 
approach is also designed to avoid deadlock . 
Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14  show time series plots of network traffic 
measured in bytes per time unit, as a function of time. The figures show 
plots which span three orders of magnitude in time scale and three 
different ranges of maximum number of retransmission. The time units 
used vary from 5 seconds in the lowest row to 20 sec in the uppermost 
row. The figures show how traffic varies when the maximum number of 
retransmissions equal 3,6,9 respectively. It is observed that smaller 
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maximum number of retransmission generates greater traffic self 
similarity because After the collision, each station waits slot times in 
range from 0 to  (where i is the number of collision that have 
occurred in a row ) before trying again.  As a result, it's found that the 
maximum number of retransmission has great effect on the traffic self-
similarity.  
)12( −i
Although Figure 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 give evidence of the difference in self-
similarity traffic as a function of maximum number of retransmission , a 
quantitative measure of self-similarity is obtained by using the Hurst 
parameter H which expresses the speed of decay of a time series' 
autocorrelation function.  
Table 6.4. Hurst parameter estimates using (R/S) for Maximum Number 
of retransmission varying from 3 to 9. 
 
Traffic Self similarity  0.730 0.720 0.719 
Maximum No of  Retransmission 3 6 9 
Table 6.4 shows H-estimates based on R/S method for the network model 
illustrated in figure 6.11. The table shows H as a function of the 
maximum number of retransmission  equal to 3; 6 and 9 .It was noticed 
that  Hurst parameter vary with the  maximum number of retransmission. 
The higher traffic self similarity found at smallest maximum number of 
retransmission.   
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(a) 
 
 (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6.12: plots which span three orders of magnitude in time scale      
(a = 5 sec, b = 10sec, c = 20 sec) and   the   maximum number of 
retransmission = 9. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6.13: plots which span three orders of magnitude in time scale      
(a = 5 sec, b = 10sec, c = 20 sec) and   the   maximum number of 
retransmission = 6. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6.14: plots which span three orders of magnitude in time scale (a = 
5 sec, b = 10sec, c = 20 sec) and   the   maximum number of 
retransmission = 3. 
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7.1 Conclusions 
 
Efficient and effective techniques for traffic self-similarity 
measurement are not only desirable, but also increasingly becoming a 
necessity because it is important to gain knowledge about the 
characteristics of the traffic.  Also the causes of self-similarity of network 
traffic must be identified because understanding the nature of network 
traffic is critical in order to properly design and implement computer 
networks and network services like the World Wide Web.   
This thesis proposes a traffic measurement algorithm for self-similar 
traffic: Adaptive mult-stage filter for self-similar traffic measurement. 
Previous studies of Internet traffic have shown that a very small percentage 
of flows consume most of the network bandwidth [26]. It is important to 
take such flows into account when measuring the network traffic self-
similarity.  
The proposed algorithm uses multistage filters and adaptation mechanism 
to concentrate on large flows. Using analysis and simulation, this 
algorithm is shown to effectively reflect the self-similaity of network 
traffic. 
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The effects of TCP  congestion  control  algorithm  on  network Traffic 
Self-similarity  considered.  The result indicates that the congestion control 
mechanism of TCP modulates the network traffic to be self-similar, this 
modulation occurs for two primary reasons: (1) the rapid fluctuation of the 
congestion  window  size  caused  by   the continual   “additive increase / 
multiplicative decrease (or re-start slow start)” probing of the network state 
and (2) the dependency between the congestion control decisions made by 
TCP congestion control mechanism. 
The effects of CSMA/CD Exponential Backoff retransmission algorithm 
on  traffic self-similarity is also considered.  For this purpose, traffic was 
investigated under  three orders of magnitude in time scale and three 
different ranges of maximum number of retransmission. It is observed that 
smaller maximum number of retransmission  generates  greater  traffic 
self-similarity . 
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7.2 Further Research 
 
 
A number of studies on traffic measurement from a variety of 
working networks have demonstrated that actual network traffic is self-
similar in nature [1][2][3].  Self-similarity of network traffic leads to larger 
queuing delays, higher drop rates and extended periods of congestion. 
Effective and efficient network traffic measurement becomes more 
and more indispensable for its benefits of reducing data quantity and 
saving various resources. Further research includes developing adaptive 
network traffic measurement techniques to optimally tune the parameters 
of the measurement. The adaptive network traffic measurement techniques 
are significantly more flexible in their ability to dynamically adjust with 
fluctuations in network behavior, and they are able to reduce the sample 
count while maintaining the intrinsic self-similar characteristics of the 
network traffic. 
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Appendix A : Simulation Scripts 
A.1 : Simulation Script to investigate the effects of TCP congestion 
control and CSMA/CD algorithms on traffic self similarity . 
set ns [new Simulator] 
#Define different colors for data flows (for NAM) 
$ns color 1 Blue 
$ns color 2 Red 
#Open the Trace files 
set file1 [open out.tr w] 
set winfile [open WinFile w] 
$ns trace-all $file1 
#Open the NAM trace file 
set file2 [open out.nam w] 
$ns namtrace-all $file2 
#Define a 'finish' procedure 
proc finish {} { 
        global ns file1 file2 
        $ns flush-trace 
        close $file1 
        close $file2 
        exec nam out.nam & 
        exit 0 
} 
#Create six nodes 
set n0 [$ns node] 
set n1 [$ns node] 
set n2 [$ns node] 
set n3 [$ns node] 
set n4 [$ns node] 
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set n5 [$ns node] 
set n6 [$ns node] 
set n7 [$ns node] 
set n8 [$ns node] 
set n9 [$ns node] 
set n10 [$ns node] 
set n11 [$ns node] 
set n12 [$ns node] 
set n13 [$ns node] 
set n14 [$ns node] 
set n15 [$ns node] 
set n16 [$ns node] 
set n17 [$ns node] 
set n18 [$ns node] 
set n19 [$ns node] 
set n20 [$ns node] 
set n21 [$ns node] 
set n22 [$ns node] 
set n23 [$ns node] 
set n24 [$ns node] 
set n25 [$ns node] 
set n26 [$ns node] 
set n27 [$ns node] 
set n28 [$ns node] 
set n29 [$ns node] 
set n30 [$ns node] 
set n31 [$ns node] 
set n32 [$ns node] 
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#Create links between the nodes 
$ns duplex-link $n0 $n2 2Mb 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n1 $n2 2Mb 10ms DropTail 
$ns simplex-link $n2 $n3 0.3Mb 100ms DropTail 
$ns simplex-link $n3 $n2 0.3Mb 100ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 0.5Mb 40ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n5 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n6 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n7 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n8 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n9 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n10 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n11 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n12 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n13 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n14 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n15 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n16 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n17 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n18 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n19 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n20 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n21 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n22 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n23 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n24 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n25 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n26 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
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$ns duplex-link $n3 $n27 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n28 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n29 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n30 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n31 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n3 $n32 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
#Give node position (for NAM) 
$ns duplex-link-op $n0 $n2 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n1 $n2 orient right-up 
$ns simplex-link-op $n2 $n3 orient right 
$ns simplex-link-op $n3 $n2 orient left 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n4 orient right-up 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n5 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n6 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n7 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n8 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n9 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n10 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n11 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n12 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n13 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n14 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n15 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n16 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n17 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n18 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n19 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n20 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n21 orient right-down 
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$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n22 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n23 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n24 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n25 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n26 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n27 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n28 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n29 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n30 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n31 orient right-down 
$ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n32 orient right-down 
#Set Queue Size of link (n2-n3) to 10 
$ns queue-limit $n2 $n3 20 
#Setup a TCP connection 
set tcp [new Agent/TCP/Newreno] 
$ns attach-agent $n0 $tcp 
$ns attach-agent $n1 $tcp 
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink/DelAck] 
$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n5 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n6 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n7 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n8 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n9 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n10 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n11 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n12 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n13 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n14 $sink 
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$ns attach-agent $n15 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n16 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n16 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n17 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n18 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n19 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n20 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n21 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n22 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n23 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n24 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n25 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n26 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n27 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n28 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n29 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n30 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n31 $sink 
$ns attach-agent $n32 $sink 
$ns connect $tcp $sink 
$tcp set fid_ 1 
$tcp set window_ 8000 
$tcp set packetSize_ 552 
#Setup a FTP over TCP connection 
set ftp [new Application/FTP] 
$ftp attach-agent $tcp 
$ftp set type_ FTP 
$ns at 1.0 "$ftp start" 
$ns at 124.0 "$ftp stop" 
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# next procedure gets two arguments: the name of #the  tcp source node, 
will be called here "tcp", 
# and the name of output file. 
proc plotWindow {tcpSource file} { 
global ns 
set time 0.1 
set now [$ns now] 
set cwnd [$tcpSource set cwnd_] 
set wnd [$tcpSource set window_] 
puts $file "$now $cwnd" 
$ns at [expr $now+$time] "plotWindow $tcpSource $file" } 
$ns at 0.1 "plotWindow $tcp $winfile" 
$ns at 10.0 "finish" 
$ns run 
 
A.2 : Simulation Script to investigate the effects CSMA/CD  on network 
traffic self similarity . 
set ns [new Simulator] 
 
#Define different colors for data flows (for NAM) 
$ns color 1 Blue 
$ns color 2 Red 
 
#Open the Trace files 
set file1 [open out.tr w] 
set winfile [open WinFile w] 
$ns trace-all $file1 
 
#Open the NAM trace file 
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set file2 [open out.nam w] 
$ns namtrace-all $file2 
 
#Define a 'finish' procedure 
proc finish {} { 
        global ns file1 file2 
        $ns flush-trace 
        close $file1 
        close $file2 
        exec nam out.nam & 
        exit 0 
} 
 
#Create six nodes 
set n0 [$ns node] 
set n1 [$ns node] 
set n2 [$ns node] 
set n3 [$ns node] 
set n4 [$ns node] 
set n5 [$ns node] 
set n6 [$ns node] 
set n7 [$ns node] 
set n8 [$ns node] 
set n9 [$ns node] 
set n10 [$ns node] 
set n11 [$ns node] 
set n12 [$ns node] 
set n13 [$ns node] 
set n14 [$ns node] 
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set n15 [$ns node] 
set n16 [$ns node] 
set n17 [$ns node] 
$n1 color red 
$n1 shape box 
 
#Create links between the nodes 
$ns duplex-link $n0 $n2 2Mb 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n1 $n2 2Mb 10ms DropTail 
$ns simplex-link $n2 $n3 0.3Mb 100ms DropTail 
$ns simplex-link $n3 $n2 0.3Mb 100ms DropTail 
 
set lan [$ns newLan "$n3 $n4 $n5 $n6 $n7 $n8 $n9 $n10 $n11 $n12 
$n13 $n14 $n15 $n16 $n17 " 0.5Mb 40ms LL Queue/DropTail 
MAC/Csma/Cd Channel] 
 
# $ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 0.5Mb 40ms DropTail 
# $ns duplex-link $n3 $n5 0.5Mb 30ms DropTail 
 
#Give node position (for NAM) 
# $ns duplex-link-op $n0 $n2 orient right-down 
# $ns duplex-link-op $n1 $n2 orient right-up 
# $ns simplex-link-op $n2 $n3 orient right 
# $ns simplex-link-op $n3 $n2 orient left 
# $ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n4 orient right-up 
# $ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n5 orient right-down 
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#Set Queue Size of link (n2-n3) to 10 
# $ns queue-limit $n2 $n3 20 
 
#Setup a TCP connection 
set tcp [new Agent/TCP/Newreno] 
$ns attach-agent $n0 $tcp 
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink/DelAck] 
$ns attach-agent $n4 $sink 
$ns connect $tcp $sink 
$tcp set fid_ 1 
$tcp set window_ 8000 
$tcp set packetSize_ 552 
 
#Setup a FTP over TCP connection 
set ftp [new Application/FTP] 
$ftp attach-agent $tcp 
$ftp set type_ FTP 
 
 
#Setup a UDP connection 
set udp [new Agent/UDP] 
$ns attach-agent $n1 $udp 
set null [new Agent/Null] 
$ns attach-agent $n5 $null 
$ns connect $udp $null 
$udp set fid_ 2 
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#Setup a CBR over UDP connection 
set cbr [new Application/Traffic/CBR] 
$cbr attach-agent $udp 
$cbr set type_ CBR 
$cbr set packet_size_ 1000 
$cbr set rate_ 0.01mb 
$cbr set random_ false 
 
$ns at 0.1 "$cbr start" 
$ns at 1.0 "$ftp start" 
$ns at 124.0 "$ftp stop" 
$ns at 124.5 "$cbr stop" 
 
# next procedure gets two arguments: the name of the 
# tcp source node, will be called here "tcp", 
# and the name of output file. 
#  Procedure to plot the window 
 
proc plotWindow {tcpSource file} { 
global ns 
set time 0.1 
set now [$ns now] 
set cwnd [$tcpSource set cwnd_] 
set wnd [$tcpSource set window_] 
puts $file "$now $cwnd" 
$ns at [expr $now+$time] "plotWindow $tcpSource $file" } 
$ns at 0.1 "plotWindow $tcp $winfile" 
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 # Trace The Drop 
$ns at 5 "$ns trace-annotate \"packet drop\"" 
 
#  Time to end Run 
$ns at 25.0 "finish" 
 
# Begin NS Run 
$ns run 
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Appendix B: MATLAB Program to estimate the Hurst parameter using the 
rescaled range statistic> 
 
## Author: ALTYEB ALTAHER altypaltaher@yahoo.com
 
## Description: a MATLAB program used to estimate the Hurst parameter 
using the rescaled range statistic, the program estimates the Hurst 
Parameter of column var{x} . 
  
function H = hurst (x) 
if (nargin != 1) 
% Number of function arguments,  nargin and  indicate how many input 
% or output arguments, respectively, a user has supplied.  
%usage ("hurst (x)"); 
endif 
if (isscalar (x)) 
% Determine if input is scalar ,the  function isscalar() returns logical 1 
%(true) if A is a 1-by-1 matrix, and logical 0 (false) otherwise . 
error ("hurst: x must not be a scalar") 
elseif (isvector (x)) 
% Determine if input is a vector, isvector(A) returns logical 1 (true) if A 
%is a 1-by-N or N-by-1 vector where N >= 0, and logical 0 (false) 
%otherwise. 
x = reshape (x, length (x), 1); 
% Reshape array ,B = reshape(A,m,n) returns the m-by-n matrix B whose 
%elements are taken column-wise from A. An error results if A does not 
%have m*n elements. 
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end 
[xr, xc] = size (x); 
 
s = std (x); 
 
% Standard deviation, tsstd = std(tsobj) computes the standard deviation 
% of each data series in the financial time series object tsobj and returns 
% the results in tsstd.  
 
w = cumsum (x - mean (x)); 
 
%Cumulative sum, newfts = cumsum(oldfts) calculates the cumulative 
%sum of each individual time series data series in the financial time 
%series object oldfts and returns the result in another financial time series 
%object newfts. newfts contains the same data series names as oldfts. 
 
RS = (max(w) - min(w)) / s; 
 
% Maximum value, tsmax = max(tsobj) finds the maximum value in each 
%data series in the financial time series object tsobj and returns it in a 
%structure tsmax. The tsmax structure contains field name(s) identical to 
% the data series name(s).  
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H = log (RS) / log (xr); 
 
% Natural logarithm , newfts = log(tsobj) calculates the natural logarithm 
%(log base e) of the data series in a financial time series object tsobj. It 
%returns another time series object newfts containing the natural 
%logarithms. 
  
End function 
% end of the  function  
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Appendix C: Adaptive Multistage Filter  and Multistage Filter 
 
Appendix C: Adaptive Multistage Filter  and Multistage Filter 
 
% here’s the  problem to be solved using AMF. first the definition of flow 
is fixed. The traffic over a measurement interval   is considered. The goal  
is  to measure the large streams . The exact definition of a large stream is: a 
stream that sends more than a certain throughput. 
 
%An Implementation of Adaptive  Multistage Filter Algorithm to measure  
%network traffic, the Adaptive  Multistage Filter Algorithm approach to 
% this problem   is focusing on the large flows and ignoring the small.         
%MATLAB Software used to implement  the Adaptive  Multistage Filter . 
% The Adaptive  Multistage Filter Algorithm  consist of 4 Stages. 
% The Adaptive  Multistage Filter Algorithm calculates the throughput 
% to find the large flows . 
% When a packet comes in, it is hashed to one of the counters based on the  
%stream identifier and the counter is incremented. 
% Packets from different streams usually hash to different counters. 
% But packets from the same stream always hash to the same counter.  
%  The value of the counter a stream hashes to will always be at least as   
% large as the stream itself.  
% the rule for adding an entry to the stream memory is to  add an entry if 
the counters at four  stages reach the threshold.  
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% Main Program  
% Clear the screen  
clc  
% Delete all variables 
clear all 
% Load Data Files 
%  source IP address  
load so; 
%  destination  IP address  
load dest; 
% Arrival time of packets 
load timm; 
% packet size 
load pack; 
% filter interval in packets 
interval=400:100:5000; 
 
for k=1:size(interval,2) 
 [HFilter(k), Hr(k)]=AMFThmod(interval(k), so, dest, pack, timm)  ; 
 [HFilter2(k), Hr2(k)]=AMFsize(interval(k), so, dest, pack, timm)  ;  
 Hr=hurst(pack(1:interval(k))); 
end; 
 
Herror_percent=100*abs(Hr2-HFilter)./Hr2; 
Herror_percent2=100*abs(Hr2-HFilter2)./Hr2; 
figure(1) 
plot(interval,Herror_percent,'s',interval,Herror_percent2,'*') 
legend('AMF throughput', 'AMF Packetsize') 
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% Adaptive Multistage Filter  
 
function [HFilter, Hr]=AMFThmod(interval, so, dest, pack, timm) 
% Adaptive Mutistage filter Throughput 
% inputs (interval, so, dest, pack, timm) 
% interval = filter interval in packets 
%  w= 100 % length of one stage 
% interval =  filter interval in packets 
w= 100 ;          
% length of one stage 
% define stage one of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage1= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 2 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage2= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 3 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage3= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 4 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage4= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 5 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage5= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 6 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage6= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 7 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage7= zeros(w,1); 
% define stage 8 of length w and initialize it to zero . 
stage8= zeros(w,1); 
% Loop from 1 to the length of stage to apply hash function on Source %  
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% and Destination  IP Address , 
% Four Hash functions are used  
% First Hash Function Apply The Mathematical operation MOD on the  
% concatenation of the Source and Destination IP Address    
% Second  Hash Function Apply The Mathematical operation MOD on the  
% concatenation of the Destination and Source IP Address    
% Second  Hash Function Apply The Mathematical operation MOD on the  
% concatenation of the Destination and Source IP Address   
% the Third  Hash Function Apply The Mathematical operation MOD on  
% the concatenation of the Destination and Source IP Address raised to 
power 0.3 
% The fourth   Hash Function Apply The Mathematical operation MOD on  
%the  concatenation of the Source and Destination IP Address raised to 
power 0.3 
for i= 1: interval 
 
    h1(i)=hash1(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h2(i)=hash2(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h3(i)=hash3(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h4(i)=hash4(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
 
% add the packet size to each stage at specified location determined by the  
% hash function . 
 
    if (i==1) 
        ThPut(1)=pack(i)/(timm(2)-timm(1)); 
     stage1(h1(i))= stage1(h1(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(2)-timm(1)); 
    stage2(h1(i))= stage2(h2(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(2)-timm(1)); 
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    stage3(h1(i))= stage3(h3(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(2)-timm(1));  
    stage4(h1(i))= stage4(h4(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(2)-timm(1)); 
    stage5(h1(i))= stage5(h1(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage6(h1(i))= stage6(h2(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage7(h1(i))= stage7(h3(i))+ pack(i);  
    stage8(h1(i))= stage8(h4(i))+ pack(i);   
    else 
        ThPut(i)=pack(i)/(timm(i)-timm(i-1)); 
    stage1(h1(i))= stage1(h1(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(i)-timm(i-1)); 
    stage2(h1(i))= stage2(h2(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(i)-timm(i-1)); 
    stage3(h1(i))= stage3(h3(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(i)-timm(i-1));  
    stage4(h1(i))= stage4(h4(i))+ pack(i)/(timm(i)-timm(i-1)); 
     stage5(h1(i))= stage5(h1(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage6(h1(i))= stage6(h2(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage7(h1(i))= stage7(h3(i))+ pack(i);  
    stage8(h1(i))= stage8(h4(i))+ pack(i);   
    end; 
% end of the loop 
end; 
% locations of each flow in each  stage stored in matrix hh 
 
hh=[h1; h2; h3; h4]; 
% calculate the time interval by subtracting the arrival time of first packet  
% from arrival time of last packet> 
 
% timeinterval = timm(interval)- timm(1); 
% calculate the throughput for each stage  
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ThPut1 =stage1; 
ThPut2 =stage2; 
ThPut3 =stage3; 
ThPut4 =stage4; 
ps1 =stage5; 
ps2 =stage6; 
ps3 =stage7; 
ps4 =stage8; 
% Calculate the mean  throughput of flows in each stage 
 
Thputmean= mean([ThPut1; ThPut2 ; ThPut3; ThPut4]);  
psmean= mean([ps1; ps2 ; ps3; ps4]);  
 
thstd = std([ThPut1; ThPut2 ; ThPut3; ThPut4]);  
thstd = std([ThPut1; ThPut2 ; ThPut3; ThPut4]);  
Thputmean= mean([ThPut1; ThPut2 ; ThPut3; ThPut4])+ thstd; 
% Delete the duplicated flows 
 
h = redmat1(hh); 
% calculate the size of h  
 
[n, m]=size(h); 
% Performs the  AND of the four throughput to test if all throughputs  
% greater than threshold.  
for j= 1:m 
   
    if ((ThPut1(h(1,j)) >= Thputmean ) ||   (ThPut2(h(2,j)) >= Thputmean 
)|| (ThPut3(h(3,j)) >= Thputmean ) || (ThPut4(h(4,j)) >= Thputmean )) 
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        Flowmem(j)= max( [ps1(h(1,j)) ps2(h(2,j)) ps3(h(3,j)) ps4(h(4,j))]  ); 
        % The max function used to find the maximum throughput , the 
maximum   
% throughput stored at memory . 
 
    end;  
end; 
Fpack = Flowmem 
HFilter= hurst(Flowmem); 
% Calculate Hurst using Packet size of sampled flows 
% Hr= hurst([ThPut1; ThPut2 ; ThPut3; ThPut4]); 
% Hr=hurst(ThPut); 
Hr=hurst([ps1; ps2 ; ps3; ps4]); 
 
Herror_perc=100*abs(-HFilter+Hr)/Hr; 
 
% the hash function have three parameters , src is the packet IP source  
% address , dest is the packet IP destination address , w is the length of the  
% stage . the hash function  used  to get more than one representation   
% using the same source and  destination IP addresses. 
 
%Fist Hash Function  
% First Hash Function used to store in stage 1 
 
function h= hash1(src, dest, w) 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
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% '197.110.25.159' 
 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% the function char( ) Create character array (string) , it is used to convert  
% IP address to string . char function delete the quotation from the IP  
% address . the IP address  becomes as follow 
%  197.110.25.159 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[srcttt, desttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
% x = str2num(srcdes) converts the string srcdes, which is an ASCII 
character representation of IP address, to numeric representation. 
 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.5), w) ; 
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% the function round used to round  the IP address to nearest integer. 
 
% Second  Hash Function used to store packet sizes in stage 2 
 
%Second  Hash Function  
function h= hash2(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[desttt, srcttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.5), w) ; 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
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% Third  Hash Function used to store in stage 3 
%Third   Hash Function  
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
function h= hash3(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[desttt, srcttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
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h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.3), w) ; 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
% Fourth  Hash Function used to store in stage 4 
 %Fourth  Hash Function  
 
function h= hash4(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[srcttt, desttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.3), w) ; 
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% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
 
 
% Function redmat1() used to ignore the duplicated flows 
% It is found that some flows are duplicated ,  to delete the duplicated  
% flows the following function was used . 
 
    
 
 
  
% Function redmat 
function h = redmat1(hh); 
% hh contains all the flows passed to the memory . 
% Get the size of matrix hh 
 
[n, m]=size(hh); 
% Sort the matrix hh based on column  
 
hhsort= sort(hh,2); 
% the function sort used to sort the matrix hh . 
 
 
h(:,1)=hhsort(:,1); 
i=1; 
% Find duplicated flows  
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for (j=1:m-1) 
    
    if (hhsort(:,j) == hhsort(:,j+1)) 
    else 
     i=i+1;    
    h(:,i) = hhsort(:,j+1); 
    end; 
     
end; 
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% Multistage Filter  
 
function [HFilter, Hr]=AMFsize(interval, so, dest, pack, timm) 
% Adaptive Mutistage filter pa 
% inputs (interval, so, dest, pack, timm) 
% interval = filter interval in packets 
%  w= 100 % length of one stage 
% interval =  filter interval in packets 
w= 100 ;         % length of one stage 
stage1= zeros(w,1); 
stage2= zeros(w,1); 
stage3= zeros(w,1); 
stage4= zeros(w,1); 
 
for i= 1: interval 
 
    h1(i)=hash1(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h2(i)=hash2(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h3(i)=hash3(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    h4(i)=hash4(so(i+1),dest(i+1),w); 
    stage1(h1(i))= stage1(h1(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage2(h1(i))= stage2(h2(i))+ pack(i); 
    stage3(h1(i))= stage3(h3(i))+ pack(i);  
    stage4(h1(i))= stage4(h4(i))+ pack(i); 
     
end; 
hh=[h1; h2; h3; h4]; 
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% timeinterval = timm(interval)- timm(1); 
Pszie1 =stage1; 
Pszie2 =stage2; 
Pszie3 =stage3; 
Pszie4 =stage4; 
 
%Psziemean= mean([Pszie1; Pszie2 ; Pszie3; Pszie4]);  
Psziemean= mean(pack); 
h = redmat1(hh); 
[n, m]=size(h); 
 
for j= 1:m 
   
    if ((Pszie1(h(1,j)) >= Psziemean) ||   (Pszie2(h(2,j)) >= Psziemean)|| 
(Pszie3(h(3,j)) >= Psziemean) || (Pszie4(h(4,j)) >= Psziemean)) 
        Flowmem(j)= max( [Pszie1(h(1,j)) Pszie2(h(2,j)) Pszie3(h(3,j)) 
Pszie4(h(4,j))]  ); 
    end;  
end; 
 Fth = Flowmem 
 
HFilter= hurst(Flowmem); 
 
Hr= hurst([Pszie1; Pszie2 ; Pszie3; Pszie4]); 
Herror_perc=100*abs(-HFilter+Hr)/Hr; 
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%Fist Hash Function  
% First Hash Function used to store in stage 1 
 
function h= hash1(src, dest, w) 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% the function char( ) Create character array (string) , it is used to convert  
% IP address to string . char function delete the quotation from the IP  
% address . the IP address  becomes as follow 
%  197.110.25.159 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[srcttt, desttt]; 
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srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
% x = str2num(srcdes) converts the string srcdes, which is an ASCII 
character representation of IP address, to numeric representation. 
 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.5), w) ; 
% the function round used to round  the IP address to nearest integer. 
 
% Second  Hash Function used to store packet sizes in stage 2 
 
%Second  Hash Function  
function h= hash2(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
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srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[desttt, srcttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.5), w) ; 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
 
 
% Third  Hash Function used to store in stage 3 
%Third   Hash Function  
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
function h= hash3(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
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% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[desttt, srcttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.3), w) ; 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
% Fourth  Hash Function used to store in stage 4 
 %Fourth  Hash Function  
 
function h= hash4(src, dest, w) 
 
destt=char(dest); 
% src contain the  source   IP address  and the dest contain destination IP  
% address , w is the length of stage . 
% Source and destination IP address are in the following form  
% '197.110.25.159' 
 
 
desttt=strrep(destt, '.',''); 
% the function strrep used to  search and replace string , the function strrep  
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% used to search for dot in the IP address and delete it .the IP address   
% becomes as follow 
%  19711025159 
 
srctt=char(src); 
srcttt=strrep(srctt, '.',''); 
srcdes=[srcttt, desttt]; 
 
srcdesnum=str2num(srcdes); 
h= 1+ rem(round((srcdesnum)^0.3), w) ; 
% calculate the final value of the hash function , the function rem used to 
compute the location on the stage .the function rem return the  Remainder 
after division . 
 
 
% Function redmat1() used to ignore the duplicated flows 
% It is found that some flows are duplicated ,  to delete the duplicated  
% flows the following function was used . 
 
     
% Function redmat 
 
function h = redmat1(hh); 
% hh contains all the flows passed to the memory . 
% Get the size of matrix hh 
 
[n, m]=size(hh); 
% Sort the matrix hh based on column  
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hhsort= sort(hh,2); 
% the function sort used to sort the matrix hh . 
 
 
h(:,1)=hhsort(:,1); 
i=1; 
% Find duplicated flows  
 
for (j=1:m-1) 
    
    if (hhsort(:,j) == hhsort(:,j+1)) 
    else 
     i=i+1;    
    h(:,i) = hhsort(:,j+1); 
    end; 
     
end; 
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